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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Automation and modern technology are rap id ly  invad­
ing the hospital environment. In  1954, during  the Jo int 
Congressional Com m ittee's hearings  on Automation, experts 
te s t if ie d  they d id  not believe there was a ro le  for automa­
tion  w ithin  the h o s p it a l .1 A lso , it  is rather interesting  
to note, no references to automation in the h osp ital were 
found in the nursing  literature  u n til  1961.
Now automation and m echanization are found in nearly  
every area of the hosp ital. Data processing equipment is 
u t il iz e d  in the b usiness  and accounting o f f ic e s , the ad ­
m itting and adm inistrative o f f ic e s , the purchasing depart­
ment, and the o f f ic e s  of the d ie t it ia n s  as w e ll  as the 
director of nursing service.
Electronic monitoring devices are be in g  studied to 
fin d  the simplest and most accurate method of recording
^Edward H. Noroian, "The Challenge of Autom ation," 
Blueprint for Progress in Hosp ital Nursing. National 
League for Nursing, 10 Columbus C ir c le , New York 19, New 
York. (1962), p. 3 7 .
2continuously the p a t ie n t 's  v i t a l  s igns . E le c tro c a rd io ­
graphic monitors are  being used more and more frequently  
in intensive care and cardiac u n its  in  the h o s p it a l .
Other forms of automation and m echanization  involve 
methods of d e liv e r in g  supplies and equipment to the nursing  
u n it . Universal communications systems and pneumatic tube 
systems contribute to almost instantaneous w r itte n  and 
verbal contact between patients and personnel as w ell as 
w ith  a ll  service areas  in the h o s p ita l .
The use of automated and mechanical dev ices  in h os­
p it a ls  is not as extensive , at  th is  time, as in  industry. 
However, there is no question that  the degree of change from 
the o ld , out-moded, trad itio nal hospital b u ild in g  to a new, 
re la t iv e ly  highly  automated h o s p ita l  is as g reat  in magni­
tude as most h o s p it a l  workers w i l l  ever exp erience .
I I .  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of the study was to id e n t ify  the f e e l ­
ings of a group o f professional nurses about the effect  o f  
automation in the hosp ital se ttin g  prior to and following 
the move from an o ld , trad itio nal hospital to a new, r e la ­
t iv e ly  highly automated h o sp ita l . The s p e c if ic  aim of the 
study was to a sc erta in  i f  the fe e lin g s  of the p rofessional 
nurses toward automation in the hospital changed after a
3J
period  of experience working in  a r e la t iv e ly  h ig h ly  auto ­
mated hospital.
I I I .  HYPOTHESES TESTED
The fo llo w in g  null hypotheses were t e s t e d .
1. There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in  the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the need for i n i t i a l  and on-going 
inservice ed u catio n  for a l l  s t a f f  working in  an auto ­
mated h o s p it a l .
2 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in  the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation on the 
work environment in  the h o s p it a l .
3. There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation on sup er­
v iso ry  r e s p o n s ib ilit ie s  and on s ta ffin g  needs w ith in  
the h o sp ital .
4 .  There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f fe c t  of autom ation on com­
munication w it h in  the h o s p it a l .
5 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f fe c t  of autom ation on the 
improvement o f  patient c are .
6 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation on the 
need for nurses to possess increased s k i l l s  in human 
relations and increased c l in ic a l  knowledge in nursing .
7 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f fe c t  of autom ation on the 
job sat is fa c tio n  of nurses.
8 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in  the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the need for nurses to  possess i n ­
creased tech n ica l  knowledge and sk ill  or to  be more 
professionally  competent.
49 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in  the f e e l ­
ings of nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation on the 
amount of non-nursing d u t ie s  assigned to the profession­
a l  nurse.
10 . There w i l l  be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the 
feelings of nurses about the e ffe c t  of autom ation on 
so cial in teractio n  between n urses .
IV . SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
In  the autumn of 1962, the national conferences for
nursing  service d irecto rs  and others concerned w ith  improv—
ing organized n u rs in g  services in  hospitals  were held for
the f ir s t  time. The conferences were sponsored by the
N ational League fo r  Nursing. The over-all purpose of the
conferences was "t o  develop a b lu ep rin t  for progress in
2
h o sp ita l  n u r s in g ."
During the three days o f conference m eetings, the 
topics  discussed w ere  those w hich  were considered  to be the 
three  major challenges  to o rganized  hosp ital services .
These topics w ere :
1. Changing trends in  the community, in  m edicine, 
and in  the h o s p it a l .
2 . Technological advances, including  autom ation. 
and methods improvement.
Blueprint fo r  Progress in  Hospital N u rsin g , op . 
c i t . , p . 1 .
53 . The p a t ie n t  as an in d iv id u a l , and the p rovision  
of high q u a lity  nursing s e r v i c e .3 / I t a l i c s  by the 
w riter7
The consensus of the speakers on the challenge o f 
automation was that  "new and e x c it in g  developments in a u to ­
m ation, o rg an izatio n , and work desig n  o ffer  organized  
nursing  services unexcelled  o pportunities  to provide b e tte r
„4
nursxng c a r e ."
Noroian s ta te d  that:
The challenge o f  automation is  in  h elp ing  to overcome 
many of the d e f i c i t s  that currently  e x i s t ,  and in p re ­
paring personnel to accept the concept o f  automation 
and to use and to help develop  automated devices when 
they come on the  market. 5
Noroian  further o b serves :
I urge you most of a ll  to in d ic a te  approval of the 
principles  of the use of automated equipment and not 
to indicate fe a r  of its u se . In  no way can  it  be con­
sidered a th re a t  to pro fessio n al r e s p o n s ib il it y  nor i n ­
appropriate to  hosp ital u s e . 6
However, some nursing leaders  have expressed  concern 
about the effect  o f  automation on patient- nurse re la t io n ­
s h ip s . Hildegard E .  Peplau stated  in  a monograph prepared
3Ib id .
4
Ib id .
5
Edward H . Noroian, oja. c i t . , p . 4 0 .
6Ib id .
6for the American N u r se s ' A sso c ia tio n  that:
Many nurse-observers b e lie v e  m echanization  w il l  g re atly  
increase anonym ity, co ldness, and d istance  as charac­
teristics  o f the climate o f h o sp ita ls . . . . Relations 
between nurses and automated health  se rv ic e s  must be 
guided by the purpose of n u rs in g . . . . A l l  mechanized 
devices must b e  considered as secondary in  importance 
to the nurse- patient r e la t io n s h ip  in the nursing 
situation . ?
Nurses should  assume lead ersh ip  in conducting 
studies  on the e f f e c t  of automation and m echanization  on 
the work environment, on the improvement of p at ie n t  care , 
and on the a b il it y  and w illin g n e s s  of nurses to accept 
these changes.
Nurses across  the country have complained about the 
desk work and non-nursing duties  for which they  are re ­
sponsible  and w hich  keep them from giving d ir e c t  care to 
their  patients . One study in d ic a ted  that 3 2 .7  per cent of 
professional n u r s e s ' time is spent in non-nursing
0
a c t iv it ie s  than g iv in g  patient c are . Nurses should be 
very  deeply involved in helping to determine the right k in d  
of equipment needed to meet the needs in n u rs in g .
7
'H ildegard E . Peplau, "Autom ation: W i l l  it  Change
Nurses, Nursing, or Both?" A Monograph p ublished  by the
American Nurses A sso c iatio n , 10 Columbus C ir c l e , New York 
19, New York. (1 9 6 2 ) ,  p. 46 .
O
°Arlene Howe, "Supervisors Coordinate Patient Ser ­
v i c e s , "  The Modern H o sp ita l , V o l . 7 , No. 1 (J u ly , 1 9 63 ), 
pp. 77-81.
7During the past  several y e a r s , e f fo r t s  have been 
made to free the nurse  from non-nursing a c t i v i t i e s .  U n it  
managers, adm in istrative  su p e rv iso rs , drug d isp ensing  
methods, and data processing  equipm ent for s im p lify in g  the 
requ isitio ns  for d ru g s , s u p p lie s , equipment and m aterials 
used in giving p a t ie n t  care are a few of the methods w hich  
have been u t il iz e d  to get the nurse  back to the  b edside .
One method o f  re lie v in g  the nurse from the task o f  
obtain ing  and transporting  the su p p lies , m a te ria ls  and 
equipment needed to  give p atie n t  care has been  the i n s t a l l ­
atio n  of automatic continuous conveyor system s, which e je c t  
the requested item s at the s t a t io n  indicated  by a d is ­
patcher. This system  is based on the p r in c ip le  of D etro it  
Autom ation. A u n iv e r s a l  communications system  assures the 
nurse of delivery  o f  any item she needs w ith o u t  leaving the 
p a t ie n t 's  room. The nurses may go from room to room g iv in g  
p atien ts  care w ith o u t  returning to the nursing  station  on 
the flo o r . She does not have to leave the n ursin g  unit to 
o b ta in  the s u p p lie s , drugs, m a te ria ls , or equipment of any 
k in d .
In  contrast, one of the outstanding c h a r a c te r is t ic s  
of the nonautomated hospital is  that personnel must in t e r ­
a ct  directly  in  order to secure the many d i f f e r e n t  items
8needed to give p a t ie n t  care. E xten siv e  face-to-face commu­
n ication  occurs not only  between patients  and s t a f f  but 
also  w ith in  each o f  these groups as w e ll . How do pro fes­
sional nurses fe e l  about autom ation and m echanization  in  
the hospital s e t t in g  i f  it  changes the w orking  environment 
and the social in t e r a c t io n  p attern s  in  this  manner?
Many of the new m echanical devices such as the 
hem odialyzer, the c a rd ia c  pacem aker, and other m onitoring 
devices are p resen tin g  exc itin g  new horizons in  the f ie ld  
of nursing  p ra c t ic e . The concepts of fu n c tio n a l  flow de ­
sign  of the h o s p it a l  b u ild in g , w hich  included automatic d e ­
liv e ry  systems, u n iv e r s a l  communications system s, and a 
Nurserver stocked w it h  supplies and equipment for the i n d i ­
v id u al  p a t ie n t 's  c are  w ith in  the p a t ie n t 's  room are
9
changing the work environment o f the p ro fess io n al  nurse.
It  is a n t ic ip a t e d  that m echanization  and automation 
w i l l  become a part  o f  the h o s p ita l  work environm ent. The 
nurses acceptance o f  and adjustm ent to technological change 
needs to be studied  and factors id e n t ifie d  w h ich  w ill  make 
the transition  to automation in  the h osp ital e a s ie r  for a l l
David A . G e e , "Autom ation, O rg an iza t io n , and Work 
Designs The C hallen ge  that N ursing  Faces Today and Tomor­
row, " Blueprint for  Progress in  H osp ital N u r s in g , op . 
c i t . , p . 41 .
9professional nurses.
V. DEFINITION OF TERMS
1. Automation in the hospital setting is a method 
of "reducing human effort and involvement in the areas 
of patient care and institutional operation through use 
of mechanical and electronic machines, organization, 
and work design ."10
2. Professional Nurse; Any nurse licensed to work 
as a registered nurse in the state of Colorado.
3. Core Technician: A non-professional employee 
trained by the hospital for this particular position.
He is responsible for the following duties: ordering 
all supplies and materials needed to stock the Nurserv- 
ers and the complement carts ; making out the charge 
slips for equipment and materials used in giving 
patient care; answering the inter-communication system; 
delivering a ll  items requested by the nursing personnel 
to the patient's  room; stocking of the Nurserver for 
new admissions and daily replacements; returning soiled 
equipment to the decontamination area in the central 
dispatch area and soiled linens to the laundry.
4. Non-nursing Tasks: Any task or work which could 
be done by non-professional personnel or mechanical or 
electronic device, but such tasks are directly or in ­
directly a part of patient care.
V I. DESCRIPTION OF THE AUTOMATION AT MERCY HOSPITAL
The setting for this study was a new, relatively 
highly automated hospital building. Several mechanical
David A. Gee, "Automation, Organization, and Work 
Design: The Challenge that Nursing Faces Today and To­
morrow," Blueprint for Progress in Hospital Nursing. 10 
Columbus Circle, New York, New York (1962) 7 p. 41
10
devices and the autom ated d e l iv e r y  equipment w ere  in s ta lle d  
in the new h o sp ita l  b u ild in g . These combined w ith  the d e ­
sign  described in  the  Master Program and Plan  by  the h o s p i­
tal consultant are the a p p lic a t io n  o f :
. . . ,  a philosophy  o f fu nctio n al o rg an iza t io n  . . . 
as a logical approach to the provision  o f  c a re . This 
philosophy o f fu nctio n al o rg an izatio n  provides  for the 
doctor and the nurse the necessary  sup p lies  as they 
are needed even  in  the p a t i e n t 's  r o o m .H
1. U n iversal communications system : a combined 
telephone and c a l l  system w hich  allows the nurse w it h in  
the p a t ie n t 's  room to be in  instantaneous contact w ith  
every department of the h o s p it a l , the n u rs in g  station  
on the floor, and  other p a t ie n t  rooms on the same u n it  
w ithout leaving  the room. T h is  system a ls o  included a 
patient-nurse p il lo w  speaker so that the p atie n t  could 
c311  the nurse a t  any time or the nurse could  also con­
tact  the p a t ie n t . The p a t ie n t  may control h is  t e le ­
v is io n  and r a d io  receiving  sets  with th is  same dev ice .
A  master co ntro l panel for a l l  service u n it s  w ithin  the 
h osp ital is  lo cated  in the s u p p lie s , d is t r ib u t io n , and 
processing c en ter  which is  the control center  of the 
system.
2 . S u p p lie s , Processing , and D is t r ib u t io n : the 
central issue center which is  the heart o f  the produc­
tion  line flow  o f  supplies and m aterials to  a l l  d ep art­
ments in the h o s p it a l . Th is  complex co n tro l point from 
w hich a ll c le an  supplies and m aterials are  moved to the 
areas of need and  is also the control p o in t  to which 
a l l  soiled su p p lies  and m aterials  are se n t . It  in c lu d ­
ed the rece iv in g  areas, a laundry  and pharmacy as w e ll  
as other d e l iv e r y  functions w hich  are c e n tra lize d  at 
this  one control point. The dispatch  center  contains 
four main d iv is io n s  or areas which are in te rre la te d . 
These are: p ro cessin g ; bulk  and processed storage; and
Gordon A . Friesen  A sso c ia te s , H o sp ital  Consultants, 
"M aster Program and Plan for the New Mercy H o s p it a l , Den­
v e r , Colorado ." Washington, D .C .  (1 9 6 1 ) , p . 4 .
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d istr ib u tio n . I n  this  study  the letters  jS.JP.D. w i l l  be  
used to refer  to  this  d isp atc h  center.
3. Functiona1- flow  d e s i g n : the b u i l d in g  plan o f 
the hospital w h ic h  takes in to  c o n sid e ratio n  the move­
ment and fu n c tio n s  of the p erso nnel, p a t ie n t s , m edical 
s t a f f , and of the  m aterials  used  for and by  them. By 
proper arrangement of the v a r io u s  u n its , t h is  flow can 
have orderly d ir e c t io n , can larg ely  e lim in a te  incon­
venience , and can  reduce w aste  motion and it s  con­
comitant f r u s t r a t io n . The concept is b a se d  on the same 
princip les  as "D e tr o it  a u to m a tio n ."
4 . T r e w e v o r  s a conveyor b e lt  system w hich  tran s­
ports supplies and equipment through a v e r t i c a l  shaft  
and autom atically  ejects  them at the s t a t io n  indicated  
by the d isp atc h e r . There are  three treyveyor u n its .
One for clean  sup plies  and equipm ent. One for so iled  
supplies  and equipment w hich  opens only from  the s o ile d  
hold ing  areas on each nursing  u n it . The t h ird  one is  
the food treyveyor which o r ig in a te d  in  the kitchen  and 
food service departm ent. When trays are b e in g  served 
to the p a t ie n ts , no so iled  food  trays may be  placed on 
the conveyor b e l t  which must be reversed to  send the 
so ile d  dishes to  the k itc h e n .
5 . Pneumatic tube system : a rapid t r a n s it  device 
consisting  of many tubes that  are s t r a t e g ic a lly  located  
in  the h o sp ita l  through w hich  records, p ap ers , drugs, 
specimens and sm all supplies may be sent to  the v arious  
departments. These are sent in  tube-shaped containers 
c a lle d  c a r r ie r s . One end o f the carrier  contains a 
d ia l  which is  s e t  in a c e r t a in  position  to  send the 
carrier  to a d e s ir e d  d e s t in a t io n . The c a r r ie r  is i n ­
serted into the tube and is propelled  to the proper 
station  by compressed a ir . A l l  tubes pass through a 
section  c a lle d  the "m o n ito r ," which co n ta in s  minute 
elec tric  w ires  c a lle d  "b r u s h e s ."  These brushes  h it  the 
small brass ban ds  around the carriers  and guide  them to 
the proper s t a t io n . The c a r r ie r s  must be closed  se ­
curely  and in se rte d  into the tube in a c e r t a in  way or 
the system w i l l  not function . The p reparation  of p er ­
sonnel for the use of this  system is most important.
6 . "Tote" boxes t p la s t ic  containers approxim ately 
16 " by 24" by  8 " in  size w hich  are placed on the
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continuous conveyor belt  system  for d e l iv e r y  of sup­
p lie s  and equipm ent from S .P .D .  center. The containers  
are ejected auto m atically  a t  the ejector s ta t io n  i n d i ­
cated by the d is p a tc h e r .
7 . Ejector s t a t io n : a r e c e iv in g  area  w ith  an e ig h t  
foot long and fo u rteen  inch  w id e  table  fo r  the "to te " 
boxes. A s e r ie s  o f revo lv in g  sm all p l a s t ic  wheels down 
each side of th e  table move the  boxes to  the  end of the 
tab le . Up to s i x  "to te " boxes  of supplies  can be r e ­
ceived  before the  system r e je c t s  any more b e in g  d e l iv ­
ered to the s t a t io n . A t e c h n ic ia n  removes the boxes o f 
supplies  and e it h e r  d e liv ers  them to the nurse  who has 
requested the item s or stores  them on the complement 
carts in  the c le a n  holding room on each n u rs in g  flo o r .
8 . Complement c a r t s : la r g e , shelved , movable carts  
to  store extra supplies  and equipment w h ich  may be need­
ed by the nurses  to give p a t ie n t  care. Each  nursing 
floor  listed  the  type of su p p lie s  and equipm ent most 
o ften  needed or used on the s p e c ia l  s e r v ic e . For exam­
p le , the o b s te tr ic s  floor w ould  have c e r t a in  supplies 
not needed on a surg ical u n it  and vice v e r s a . These 
carts  are re tu rn e d  to S .P .D .  every night fo r  re-check­
ing of supplies  needed to rep lace  those u sed  the p re v i­
ous day.
9 . N u rserv er : two metal cabinets  p atterned  after  
the servidor u sed  in  h o te ls . The Nurserver is b u ilt  
into  the co rrid o r  w all of each  patient room. Doors 
open into the h a l l  for s e r v ic in g  by the core  technician . 
The doors opening  into  the v a n it y  area o f the p a t ie n t ' s 
room provide easy  access to supplies  needed to give 
p atien t  care and  for holding  o f  soiled  equipment and 
m aterials w hich  have been used  in  giv ing  p at ie n t  care . 
The two sections  are com pletely separate so that clean  
and soiled item s do not come into  contact w it h  each 
o ther . The n urse  should be a b le  to go in to  the pa­
t i e n t 's  room and give  him complete nursing care w ithout 
fin d in g  it n ecessary  to leave  the room for any supplies 
or equipment. She places a l l  used m aterials  in  the 
s o ile d  section  o f  the Nurserver and a non- professional 
employee is resp o n sib le  for p ick in g  them up and sending 
them to the decontam ination room in  S .P .D .  Stocking 
the Nurservers w it h  a ll  equipment needed and making out 
the charges for supplies used is  the r e s p o n s ib il it y  o f 
the core te c h n ic ian  on each nursing  u n it .
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10 . Clean  h o ld in g  a r e a : a large s e r v ic e  room for 
storage of the complement c a r ts  and a l l  su p p lie s  and 
equipment w h ich  may be needed on the u n it  and are used 
frequently to g iv e  patient c a r e . The communication 
panel which is  answered by  the core te c h n ic ia n  is a 
d irect  contact between the nurse  in  the p a t ie n t 's  room 
and the S .P .D .  Supplies are  not placed on shelves but 
are stored on the  complement carts  which a re  e as ily  r e ­
turned to S .P .D .  for re- stocking of su p p lie s  and for 
r e s t e r il i z a t io n  o f  s te r ile  s u p p lie s .
11 . So iled  h o ld in g  a r e a : a service room for a l l  
so iled  equipment and supplies  which  are returned  to the 
proper areas b y  way of the treyveyors. One important 
concept which should  be noted here is that  clean  and 
so iled  supplies  are  kept se p a rate . The treyveyor for 
d elivery  of s u p p lie s  and equipm ent to the u n its  is not 
used for the re tu r n  of s o ile d  equipment to the decon­
tam ination a r e a . Even s o ile d  food trays are  returned 
only when the system  is r e v e rse d .
CHAPTER I I
RELATED STUDIES
Although a g r e a t  deal o f  research  has b e e n  done on 
the im plications o f  automation in  industry , v e r y  l it t le  has 
been done on the im pact of autom ation in the h o s p it a l  
se ttin g . In g e n e r a l , studies have been conducted in  the 
h o sp ita ls  to d isco v er  how data processing  and e lectro n ic  
equipment could be u t i l i z e d  to improve record keeping and 
other adm inistrative  functions and procedures. Blumberg 
reported research stu d ie s  to determ ine how automated equ ip ­
ment could be used to  reduct h o s p it a l  costs or improve 
q u a lity  of patient c a r e . The report  of the s tu d ie s  by 
Blumberg id e n t if ie d  several ways in  which autom ation and 
m echanization could  be  used to improve h o sp ita l  services .
In  conducting the research  s t u d ie s , Blumberg developed 
several criteria  t h a t  helped to d iv id e  the many a c t iv it ie s  
in  h o sp itals  into those  which most needed study  from those 
which were less p r e s s in g . These w ere :
One criterion  w as. whether a p articular  area  or a c t iv it y  
of the h osp ital constitutes a major labor c o st . A 
second cr ite r io n  was whether the cost for th is  a c t iv ity  
has been in creasin g  rapidly  in  recent y e a r s . A third
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was the q u estio n  of whether the a c t iv it y  re late d  c l o s e ­
ly to care o f b a d  p atie n ts . The fourth c r it e r io n  was 
whether the a c t iv it y  was p rim ar ily  of a m edical or r e ­
lated nature. 1
Blumberg fu rth e r  stated t h a t :
Many areas o f the hosp ital w i l l  enjoy the b e n e fits  o f  
automation or labor-saving d e v ic e s . . . .  In  our 
opinion , the la rg e s t  s in gle  unexplored a rea  of labor- 
saving devices is  in  record- keeping on the  w ards.^
One of the larg est  and most important areas  of ac ­
t iv it ie s  is that o f  the nursing s t a f f  who g iv e  d irect  care  
to the patients . To relieve  p ro fe ss io n al  n urses  from the 
time-consuming task  o f handling  p h y sic ia n s ' o r d e r s , the r e ­
search group at S tan fo rd  Research In stitu te  conceived a new 
special-purpose computer system for record- keeping a c t i v i ­
t ie s  on the w ards. This system and device has  been ten ta ­
t iv e ly  named the H o s p ita l  In d ic a to r  for P h y s ic ia n s 1 Orders 
(H IP O ) . This system  would e lim in ate  manual h an d lin g  of 
p h y s ic ia n s ' o rders . I t  would a ls o  provide inform ation 
about the patient from the w ard , the adm itting o ffic e  and 
elsew here . Such a device would h e lp  to e lim in ate  medica­
tio n  errors and cut  the cost o f manual handling  of d o c to rs '
Mark s. Blum berg, "H o sp ita l  Autom ation: The Needs 
and the P ro sp ects ," H o sp ita ls , J . A . H . A . ,  V o l. 3 5 : 344 (Au­
gust 1 , 1961 ), p . 3 4 .
2
I b i d . . p . 9 9 .
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orders. I t  has b e e n  estim ated th a t  one- sixth o f  the nurs­
ing budget or approxim ately  f iv e  per cent o f  the h o s p it a l 's
3
expenses is used to  m anually h an d le  p h y s ic ia n s ' orders.
A research  study  conducted at  the U n iv e r s it y  of 
Arkansas Medical C enter  to develo p  a new drug d is t r ib u t io n  
system for h o s p ita ls  suggests another method o f  saving 
time for nurses. The Pharmacy re c e iv e s  a copy o f  the 
p h y s ic ia n 's  order through the pneum atic tube system . The 
h o sp ita l  pharm acist assumes the r e s p o n s ib il it y  for the 
"preparation " o f the  drugs, a task  usually  perform ed by the 
n urses . Just p rio r  to  the time fo r  a d m in istratio n , the 
drugs are taken to the d iv is io n  in  ready-to-use form tabbed 
w ith  the name o f the  preparation . A small card  called  
"pharm atips" accom panies each d o s e . This e n t ir e  system is  
re ferred  to as "c e n t r a l iz e d  unit- dose d isp en sin g  system. " 
The r e s u lt  of the tim e studies in d ic a te d  that 51  minutes 
per tour of duty m ight be saved fo r  the nurse . Other p o s i ­
tive  advantages w ere  liste d  such as a reduction  in  the num­
ber o f  m edication erro rs  and a sav ing  of money due to a 
decrease in  drug lo s s e s . This method of drug d is t r ib u t io n  
was r e s iste d  by some nurses at f i r s t  because they  had been
3I b i d . .  pp. 4 2 ,  43 .
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taught not to give drugs prepared by someone e ls e . Nursing 
service administration pointed out to the nurses that 
pharmacists were w e ll  prepared to dispense drugs. This 
helped the nurses to accept the system more re ad ily . They 
also liked it more when they re a lize d  how much time was
4
saved for patient care .
One study on the use of certain  selected automated 
devices in the h o sp ital  concludes that the main reason the 
intercommunication system and the pneumatic tube system 
were not used to maximum capacity was due to the inability
5
of nursing personnel to accept change.
Most of the research which has been done on the im­
pact of automation on the individual worker has been con­
ducted in an industrial setting. Very few studies were 
found on automation or the use of mechanical devices in the
4
Kenneth Barker, William H eller , et.aJL, A Pilot 
Study of an Experimental Intra-Hospital Drug Distribution  
System Featuring the Application of Simple Electronic Data 
Processing Techniques to the Centralized  Unit-Dose Dispens­
ing Concept, (unpublished report Drug Distribution  Studies, 
University of Arkansas Medical Center, Little Rock, 
Arkansas, 1963).
5
S. Mary C arolita  Hart. Opinions of Hospital Per­
sonnel Concerning Selected Automated Devices. (Unpub­
lished Master's T hesis , The Catholic University of America, 
Washington, D .C .,  1 9 6 3 ) , pp. 38, 39 .
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hospital setting . Several a r t ic l e s  have been  w ritten  r e ­
porting small s t u d ie s  which have been done on the various 
monitoring devices and other m echanical d ev ices  used in e x ­
tending the nursing  care for the in d iv id u a l  p a t ie n t . There 
seems to be a few im plications  w hich  w«re id e n t i f ie d  by 
these studies concerning  the acceptance  or non-acceptance 
of the mechanical dev ices  by the nurses which  are  p ertinent 
to th is  research.
Harris suggested  that n u rsin g  s ta ff  a tt itu d e s  toward 
electronic  m onitoring  of p atients  were as im portant to its  
successful im plem entation as the absence o f tech n ica l bugs 
in the equipment i t s e l f .  The study  indicated  that nurses 
who were the most successful in  u sing  the body- functioning 
monitors were those who were a b le  to m aintain o b je c t iv ity , 
p rofessional in t e r e s t  and c u r io s it y . Proper se lectio n  o f  
s t a ff  and thorough o rientatio n  to the equipment were very 
important to the success of u sin g  the e lectro n ic  devices in  
this research p r o je c t . Harris found that a g reater  under­
standing of tech n ica l  aspects o f patient m onitoring  would 
have improved the e ffec tiv en ess  o f  the unit r ig h t  from the 
s ta r t . Harris concluded  the report  by s ta t in g , "Only i f  
one succeeds in developing  the nursing  s t a f f 's  f u l l  under­
standing  and cooperation  can one evaluate the e ffe c t iv e n e ss
of monitoring e q u ip m e n t ."
A p ilot  study  conducted a t  U n iversity  H o s p it a l , New 
York C it y , in the in te n s iv e  care u n it  for the purpose of 
evaluating two d i f f e r e n t  m onitoring  devices , id e n t if ie d  
several advantages and  d isadvantages  of the equipm ent.
Bean, et a l , stated  th at  p a t ie n t s ' acceptance o f  the me­
chanical devices r e f le c t e d  the n u r s e s ' a tt itu d e s  about 
these devices . I f  the nurses seemed unsure or frightened  
of the machine, the p atie n t  a lso  became fe a r fu l  and did not 
accept the sensors or  the use o f the equipment. I t  was 
found that rather than  freeing the nurse from tak ing  the 
v it a l  s ig n s , the u n r e l ia b il i t y  o f the devices burdened the 
nurse even further . The nurses sometimes f e l t  that  they 
were nursing  the m achines rather than the p a t ie n t s . A l ­
though the monitors were used o nly  during a t r i a l  period , 
the nurses stated , "th e y  became more aware o f the p o s s ib il ­
ities  and the l im ita t io n s  of e le c tro n ic  m onitoring devices
and that in  the fu tu r e  many dev ices  would be used  to great
7
advantage in the f i e l d  of m e d ic in e ."  
g
Ruby M. H a r r i s , "Laying the Right L ines  for Elec­
tronic  M o n ito rin g ," Nursing O u t lo o k , V ol. 11 , No . 8 , 
(August, 1 963 ), pp . 573- 576.
7
Margaret A . Bena, Frances A . Krahn, Barbara  L. 
Anderson, and Mabel T . Yoshida, "M onitoring P atien ts
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In a recent professional nursing journal, several 
articles gave an overall perspective of machines now in use 
in hospitals. Some of these machines, such as the hemo- 
dialyzer, the cardiac pacemaker, the hyperbaric oxygen 
unit, and body monitoring devices are proving to be invalu­
able in extending nursing care of the patient. These a r t i ­
cles indicate that many nurses are working w ith  machines to 
the distinct advantage of their patients and, incidentally , 
nursing. By using these machines, nurses are having an op­
portunity to improve nursing practice, increase knowledge,
g
and participate in  research.
Trusk states in  one article  on the n urse 's  role in
caring for the patient in acute renal failure that,
The nurse must be prepared to monitor the operation of 
the hemodialyzer and to give comprehensive care to 
patients whose welfare depends upon the use of this in ­
tricate machinery. . . . Nurses develop impressive 
skills  in managing the technical aspects of the proce­
dure, in addition  to giving total nursing care to the 
patient.®
Through Electronics, "  The American Journal of Nursing.
63s 4 (April, 1 9 6 3 ) , pp. 65-69. "
8
Rose Pinneo, “Nursing in a Coronary Care Unit," The 
American Journal of Nursing, 65s 2 (February, 1965 ), pp. 
76-79.
9
Carol William s Trusk, "Hemodialysis for Acute Renal 
F ailu re ," The American Journal of Nursing. 65s 2 (February, 
1965 ), pp. 80-85.
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The use of such equipm ent makes i t  p ossible  to  evaluate the 
p a t ie n t 's  condition  more fu lly  than  is p o ss ib le  by the 
usual trad itio nal m ethods. She cannot be a bystander  or an 
uninformed watcher o f  these m onitoring  d e v ic e s . E s s e n t ia l ­
ly she remains the nurse in charge  of the p a t i e n t 's  care . 
Now she has new to o ls  to use and can use her judgment based  
on observation p lus  in terp retatio n s  of the m o n it o r .1^
George re p o r t in g  on the use of monitors to check 
p a t ie n ts ' v ita l  s ig n s  in  the in te n s iv e  care u n it  at Bethany 
H o sp ital , Kansas C i t y , where the nurses were the  f ir s t  in  
the country to use such dev ices , noted that sev era l  factors 
in fluence the averag e  n u rse 's  acceptance of e le c tro n ic  body 
functioning  m onitoring . She s t a t e s :
Among these are  her fa ith  in  the accuracy o f  the read ­
ings taken by  conventional manual methods and her f r e ­
quent lack o f ap p rec iatio n  o f  the natural v a r ia b il it y  
o f v it a l  s ig n s , both  from one person to another and 
w ith in  the in d iv id u a l  when these  are r e fle c t e d  in the 
readings taken e le c t r o n ic a lly , she may tend  to d isb e ­
liev e  what the record  s h o w s .H
George goes on to summarize the fin d in g s  on the e f ­
fects of automation as represented by e lectro n ic  body
10Ib id .
Joyce Holmes George, "E lectron ic  M o nitoring  of 
V ita l  S ig n s ,"  The Am erican Journal of N ursing . 6 5 : 2 
(February, 1 9 65 ), p p . 68-71.
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function monitoring as follows:
Installation  of the monitoring equipment, however, is 
just the beginning  in determ ining the m erit of v ital  
signs m onitoring. We have found that the nurse needs a 
thorough understanding of the v a r ia b il it y — and 
fa l l ib il it y — of conventional measurements and of the 
normal v ariation  ranges both among and w it h in  in d iv id ­
uals . Most im portant, she must in te llig e n tly  interpret 
the changes w hich  do occur and evaluate th e ir  s ig n i f i ­
cance.
W ill  monitoring of v ital  signs and cardiac function im­
prove our care o f  patients? This decision  ultim ately 
rests with the n urse : on how she accepts and uses this 
new t o o l .I2
Again and a g a in  it  is pointed  out that the e ffec ­
tiveness in using these various mechanical devices in 
giving patient care depends a great  deal upon the accept­
ance and the a ttitu d es  of the nurses toward using  them.
One thing that seems to be quite certain  is that automation 
and mechanical d e v ic e s , data processing , e lectronic  com­
puters, and improved communications systems as w ell  as me­
chanical devices for the delivery o f supplies and equipment 
w ill defin itely  be a part of the hospital se ttin g .
Studies from industry indicate  there may be many im­
plications for nursing  when automation is introduced into 
the working environment of the h o s p ita l , in  industrial 
situations it has been  found that fewer but more highly
12Ib id . , p . 7 1 .
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skilled workers are required. The ordinary worker has been 
relieved of unpleasant working conditions, hard physical 
work, and monotonous and repetitive  tasks which can be ac ­
complished with automated assembly lines for the work
13
process.
The introduction of automation into industry has in ­
volved human costs, such as the threat to fin a n c ia l  secur­
ity, the fear of loss of prestige due to job reassignment, 
and the loss of pride  in craftmanship. In industrial 
plants where automation is used extensively, it  has been 
found that there are fewer in juries  resulting in  the need 
for traumatic surgery and fewer environmental hazards but
there are more functional disorders and emotional 
14
maladjustments.
This study on the feelings of professional nurses
13
Walter Buckingham, Automation— Its Impact on 
Business and People, New York: Harper & Brothers (1961), 
pp. 1-190; Donald N. Michael, Cybernations The Silent 
Conquest, Box 4068 , Santa Barbara, California (1 962 ), 
pp. 5-45.
14
Lester R. B itte l , Morley G. Melden, and Robert S. 
Rice, editors, Practical Automation. New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book C o ., Inc (1 9 5 7 ) , pp. 1-367; W illiam  Noland, "Tech­
nology's Impact on Culture and W ork ," The Changing American 
Population, Edited by  Hoke S. Simpson (The report of the 
Arden House Conference, Institute of Life Insurance, New 
York, 1962 ), pp. 69-84.
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about automation in  the hospital setting is closely  related 
to a recent study done by Lipstreu and Reed on the a tt i­
tudes of the employees toward the transition  to automation 
in a large bakery. They studied the workers' attitudes 
before and after a change-over to automation. The o rig i­
nal plant was an o ld , out-moded building  w ith  equipment in 
use that was at a semi-handicraft stage. The company moved 
into a new, modern plant with open-loop automation, includ­
ing a minimum of closed-loop automation, for the complete 
process of the production line .
The attitudes of the employees were studied before 
the change-over to automation and re-evaluated at two d i f ­
ferent times after the transition . The period of observa­
tion of the plant included two fu l l  years. During this 
time six hundred employees were interviewed by the research­
ers and the attitude surveys done before the move into the 
new plant, ten months after the move, and the third approx­
imately a year la te r . The observers spent many hours at 
the plant during the transition period. Their concern was 
with the day-to-day feelings, hopes, and frustrations of 
people involved in , what was to them, massive change.
On the basis  of this two year study, Lipstreu and 
Reed offered some suggestions for further investigation
25
which could be im portant to any company, in d u s t r y , or h o s ­
p ital a n tic ip a tin g  a tra n s it io n  to  autom ation. Those w hich  
seemed to be most p e r t in e n t  to the h o sp ital  s it u a t io n  a r e ;
1 . When p la n n in g  automated t r a n s it io n , management 
should expect a sharp  d eclin e  in  employee morale level 
soon after  the changeover.
2 . Employee morale w i l l  f a l l  more q u ic k ly  and deep­
ly  under co n d it io n s  involving  mixed autom ation, such as 
in  Company X , th a n  in those companies where there is a 
more even lev el o f  technology throughout a l l  
departm ents.
3. Morale w i l l  f a l l  most q u ick ly  and p r e c ip it a te ly  
among employees who lose t h e ir  old  departm ental iden­
t it y  and/or s u f f e r  the g re a te st  d isruptio n  o f  their i n ­
formal group r e la t io n s h ip s .
4 . A ttitu d es  o f  female employees w i l l  f a l l  to a 
lower level than  that of male employees.
5 . Delays in  scheduled t r a n s it io n  dates  w i l l  pro­
duce a downturn in  morale.
6 . M anagem ent's lack o f  empathy and /or  apparent 
concern for em ployees during the change p e r io d , and the 
subsequent low p o in t  of the morale lev el, w i l l  act as a 
longrun depressant of general employee a tt itu d e s  due to 
the extreme s e n s i t i v i t y  of employees during  th is
per io d .
7 . After the depth of the morale plunge is  reached, 
the morale upturn  w i l l  be rachet- like  and exceedingly  
st ic k y , seldom i f  ever reaching  the prechange l e v e l .15
Although there  seems to be many areas in  the h o sp i­
tal w hich  could b e n e f i t  from the u t il iz a t io n  o f  mechanical
15
Otis  L ip str e u  and Kenneth A . Reed, T ra n s it io n  to 
Autom ation, Boulders The U n iversity  of Colorado Press , 
January , 1964, p. 5 0 .
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devices and automation, nurses must be aware o f  the cost to
the human beings involved in the drastic  changeover to
automation. L ipstreu  and Reed concluded that the morale
level dropped sharply  and the feelin g s  of the workers
toward the management of the plant and toward working at
the plant changed considerably . The workers had a high
level of morale when they were working in the old  bu ild ing .
They enjoyed the warm social interaction . Even though they
worked under adverse conditions, they felt that the old
16
plant was a good place in which to work.
The psychological effects of loneliness , loss of 
group identification , loss of pride  in craftsmanship, and 
other factors were found to contribute to the workers' 
fatigue even though physical labor was markedly decreased 
or almost absent for some machine monitors. W i l l  these e f ­
fects prove to be the same for nurses in the hospital?
In the automated plant there was a decreased need 
for personal interaction  between workers. Workers and 
supervisors found i t  d iffic u lt  to adjust to communication 
over the inter-com system. Attempts to convey directions 
were frustrating and the supervisors became so upset they
Otis Lipstreu  and Kenneth Reed, op. c i t . ,  p. 44 .
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gave up and went in  quest of a worker to give the order
17
directly. W ill nurses find it  d if f ic u lt  to talk  to each 
other and to their patients over an inter-com in  the 
hospital?
It  was also  found that female employees were much 
more d issatisfied  w ith  their work environment than men.
This could be very important to nursing since nursing ser­
vice personnel and hosp ital employees are predominately 
women.
The findings from these studies and from the litera ­
ture indicate that the attitudes and feelings o f people are 
of major importance when planning a transition  to automa­
tion. The present study is designed to test some of the 
same hypotheses in  a hospital settin g .
17I b i d . , p. 4 5 .
CHAPTER I I I
METHODOLOGY
The method u sed  for th is  study was the normative- 
survey or d e s c r ip t iv e  method. I t  describes  the  facts and 
conditions as they  e x is t  w ithout im position  or control over 
the factors which m ight tend to in fluence  the m aterial 
under investigation .'* ' A s in g le  group which served  as its  
own control was chosen  for the "befo re- after " design  of the 
study.
The purposes o f this study  were to id e n t i f y  the 
feelings  of a group  o f p ro fe ss io n al  nurses at  a selected 
h osp ital prior to and  follow ing  four months o f  experience 
working in  an autom ated h o sp ital in  relatio n  t o : (1) se ­
lected areas of n u rs in g  a c t iv it i e s , (2 ) the work environ­
ment, (3) the p a t ie n t , the n urse , and the h o s p it a l  adm inis­
tratio n , and (4) to  iden tify  the change, i f  a n y , in the 
fee lin g s  of the nurses  about the e f fe c t  of autom ation in  
the h o sp ital.
^Arvil s. B a r r , Robert 0. D av is , and Palmer 0. 
Johnson, Educational Research and A p p ra isa l . New York: J .B .  
L ip pinco tt  Company (1 9 5 3 ) , p . 3 3 7 .
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I .  Developm ent o f the Statements
The immediate problem c o n s iste d  of d ev elo p in g  an in ­
strument to id e n t ify  the fe e l in g s  of the n urses  about the 
e ffect  of autom ation in  the h o s p it a l . The p revious  work o f  
Lipstreu  and Reed in  id e n t ify in g  the e ffe c t  o f  automation 
on o rganization , su p erv isio n  and the work fo rc e  provided 
d irection  in d ev elo p in g  a l i s t  o f  statem ents. These forty- 
six statements used  by  Lipstreu  and Reed served  as the 
nucleus of the stru c tu re d  statem ents in this  study . A d d i­
tio n al items which  were considered  d escrip tiv e  o f the f e e l ­
ings o f nurses about automation were obtained from the 
2
literatu re , from p ro fe ss io n al  nurses engaged in  nursing 
p ractice , in s tru c to r s , and classm ates in the graduate pro ­
gram in  nursing s e r v ic e  ad m in istratio n . The number of
2
Walter Buckingham , A utom ation : Its  Im pact on B u s i ­
ness and People, New York: Harper &  Brothers, 1961? S ister  
C aro lita  Hart, "O p in io n s  of H o s p it a l  Personnel Concerning 
Selected  Automated Dev ices" (unpublished  M a s t e r 's  thes is , 
The catholic  U n iv e r s it y  of Am erica , W ashington, D .C . ,
1 9 6 3 ) ;  Mark S. Blum berg, "Autom ation and H o s p ita l  N u r s in g ,"  
B lueprint for H o s p it a l  N ursing , N ational League for 
Nursing, 10 Columbus C ir c le , New York, 1963 , p p . 46-49. 
Edward H. Noroian, "The Challenge of A u to m atio n ," B lueprint  
for Hospital N u r s in g , 10 Columbus C ir c le , New York, 1963, 
pp. 37-40; David A . Gee, "Autom ation, O rgan izatio n  and Work 
D es ig n : The C hallen g e  that N ursing  Faces Today and Tomor­
row, " Blueprint for  Progress in  H osp ital N u r s in g , 10 
Columbus C irc le , New York, 1963 , pp . 41-45.
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statements was in c re a se d  to 100 s in ce  it  was a n t ic ip a te d  
elim ination  of am biguous and ir r e le v a n t  statem ents would 
decrease the number o f statem ents by one- third . Approxi­
mately sixty  statem ents were d e s ir e d  for the f i n a l  survey 
form. The survey form was te ste d  in  a class  o f  graduate 
students in nursing  for c la r ity  o f  phrasing and  understand­
ing of the in s t r u c t io n s . Several statements w ere  e lim i­
nated and a few w ere  revised . The fin a l  survey  form 
contained sixty- eight statem ents.
The statem ents were p laced  in  ten c a t e g o r ie s . These 
w ere : (1) fe e lin g s  about the e f f e c t  of autom ation on the 
need for in it ia l  and on-going in se rv ic e  ed u catio n , (2) 
fee lin g s  about the e f fe c t  of autom ation on the work en­
vironm ent, (3) f e e l in g s  about the e ffe c t  of autom ation on 
supervisory r e s p o n s ib il it ie s  and on s ta ffin g  needs w ithin  
the h o sp ital, (4) fe e l in g s  about the effect  o f  automation 
on communication w it h in  the h o s p it a l , (5) fe e l in g s  about 
the e ffe c t  of autom ation on the improvement o f  patient 
care , (6) feelings  about the e f f e c t  of automation on the 
need for nurses to possess increased  sk ills  in  human r e la ­
tions and increased c lin ic a l  knowledge in n u r s in g , (7 ) 
fee lin g s  about the e f fe c t  of autom ation on the need for 
nurses to possess increased te c h n ic a l  s k il ls , or profes­
s io n al competence, (8 ) feelings about the e f f e c t  of
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automation on job  s a t is fa c t io n  o f  nurses , (9) fe e lin g s  
about the e ffect  o f  autom ation on the amount o f  non-nursing 
tasks assigned to th e  p ro fe s s io n a l  n u rse / and ( 1 0 ) fe e lin g s  
about the e ffect  o f  autom ation on so c ia l  in t e r a c t io n  b e ­
tween nurses.
The survey form  provided fo r  three p o s s ib le  r e ­
sponses to each statem en t . These were " i n c r e a s e d ," 
"unchanged ," or "d e c r e a s e d ."  The p o s s ib i l it y  that  the 
nurses would not f e e l  they could  answer the statem ents 
prior to having had  experience  w orking  w ith  the automated 
or mechanical d e v ic e s  in  the new h o sp ita l  was handled  by 
making provision  fo r  the nurses to  base their  answers on 
either "op inion " or "e x p e r ie n c e ."  (See Appendix  C .)
A cover l e t t e r  exp la in ing  the purpose o f  the study 
and encouraging the p art ic ip an t  to  complete the study was 
included w ith  the f i r s t  survey form . (See A ppendix  A .)
Section I o f  the survey form was dev ised  to obtain  
id en tify in g  in form ation  about the p artic ip an ts  such as 
professional e d u c a t io n , years o f  experience in  nursing , the 
number of years em ployed at the study  h o s p it a l , the s h ift  
or s h i ft s  usually  w orked , the age group, and the position  
in nursing  service or nursing education  of each  participant. 
(See Appendix B .)
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Procedure. The first survey was completed prior to 
the move from the o ld , out-moded, traditionally  built hos­
pital to identify how the nurses fe lt  about automation in 
the hospital before having any experience working with the 
automated and mechanized devices in the new hospital. The 
second survey was completed approximately four months after 
the move into the new, relatively  highly automated hospital. 
The same survey form was used for the after phase of the 
study to identify the feelings of the nurses about the e f ­
fect of automation in  the hospital after a period of ex­
perience working w ith  the automated and mechanized devices 
and (2) to identify the change, i f  any, in the feelings of 
the nurses about the effect of automation in the hospital. 
(See Appendix D .)
A second cover letter was included to explain the 
reasons for the repetition  of the survey form and to 
solicit the cooperation of the nurses to complete the 
second phase of the study. (See Appendix C .)
Subjects. The subjects for this study were the pro­
fessional nurses employed at Mercy Hospital and the faculty 
of the Mercy Hospital School of Nursing, Denver, Colorado. 
They were selected for the study because the anticipated 
move from the old, out-moded, sixty  year old traditional
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hospital building to  a new, re la t iv e ly  h ighly  automated 
hospital presented the opportunity to conduct a before- 
after study of the change, i f  any , in  the fe e lin g s  of a 
group of professional nurses about the e ffe c t  of automation 
and mechanization in  the h o sp ita l . One hundred and twenty 
professional nurses were the to tal  population.
Each nurse was interviewed to so lic it  her coopera­
tion and explain the purpose of the study. Ninety-six, or 
8 2 .5  per cent of the nurses agreed to participate  in the 
study. Seventy-six, or 7 9 .1  per cent of the nurses com­
pleted and returned the forms on the first  survey. Seventy 
of the nurses who participated  in  the first  survey were 
s t il l  working at the hospital four months la te r . Sixty- 
two, or 8 8 .5  per cent of the nurses completed and returned 
the second survey. These sixty-two forms from the first  
survey and the s ix t y —two forms from the second survey were 
the source of data for the study.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Data were o b ta in ed  for the study through 68 s tate ­
ments constructed to  id e n tify  the feelin g s  o f  p ro fess io n al  
nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation in the h o s p it a l . The 
before-after d e s ig n  o f  the study was used to id e n t ify  the 
change, i f  any, in  the  feelin g s  o f  the p ro fe ss io n al  nurses 
about automation in  terms of the hypotheses se t  forth in 
Chapter I .
The data from the statement section  were placed in  
ten categories . Two students in  the graduate program at 
the University  o f  C olorado , one in  Nursing S e rv ic e  Adm inis­
tration  and one in  Pub lic  Health  Nursing were asked  to 
place each statement in  the category  which she f e l t  that 
statement belonged as  w ell as to  id e n t ify  the heading  of 
the category. The investigator  a ls o  separated the state­
ments into c ate g o r ie s . Each category  was the b a s is  for the 
ten hypotheses te s te d  by the study .
The id e n t ify in g  inform ation about the nurses  who 
partic ip ated  in the study was ana ly zed  and presented
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separately from the  a n a ly s is  o f  the statem ents. (See 
Section I . )
Throughout th e  follow ing  p resen tatio n  o f  each of the 
categories of the statem ent s e c t io n  (See S e c t io n  I I ) , the 
procedure used was to  provide a b r i e f  in tro d u c tio n  drawn 
from the pertinent l it e r a t u r e  w h ic h  related  to  each s tate ­
ment in  the survey, then  to g iv e  an  analy sis  o f  the re ­
sponses to each statem ent in  the survey , and f i n a l l y ,  to 
present a summary in te r p r e ta t io n  o f  each item as related  to 
the purposes of the study which w ere  to ev alu ate  the f e e l ­
ings o f a group o f  p ro fe s s io n a l  nurses at a s e le c te d  h o sp i­
tal prior  to and fo llo w in g  a four  month experience  working 
in an automated h o s p it a l  in  r e l a t io n  to : (1 ) selected  
areas of nursing a c t i v i t i e s ,  (2 ) the work environm ent, (3 ) 
the p atien t , the n u r s e , and the h o s p it a l  ad m in istratio n , 
and (4) id en tify  the change, i f  a n y , in  the fe e l in g s  of the 
nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation in the h o s p it a l .
Each nurse w as  assigned a code number fo r  the pur­
pose o f comparing the  responses to  the statem ents on the 
f ir s t  survey forms to  the same statements on the second 
survey forms. The t o t a l  number o f  responses to  statements 
on the f ir s t  survey were compared to the to tal  number of 
responses to the statem ents on the second survey  to
evaluate the f e e l in g s  o f  the n u rse s  a fte r  a fo u r  months e x ­
perience working in  a n  automated h o s p it a l .
The data from  the two surveys  were sum m arized on 
work sheets by the u se  o f a code number to in d ic a t e  the r e ­
sponse to each s tate m e n t . The respo nses  to each  statement 
were placed on three  b y  fiv e  card s  to obtain  the  total num­
ber of responses to each  statem ent, to id e n t ify  a change in  
the response, i f  a n y , and to compare the respo nses  to the 
statement on the seco nd  survey to the same statem ent on the 
first  survey.
From the stu d y  o f  the l it e r a t u r e , other research  
studies in  the in d u s t r i a l  s e t t in g , and the e xp e rts  who have 
studied the impact o f  autom ation on people, the  a n t ic ip a ted  
response to the statem ents  was determ ined by the  in v e st ig a ­
tor. The responses to  each statem ent were a n a ly ze d  in 
terms of the a n t ic ip a t e d  response . The responses to each 
statement on the seco nd  survey w ere  compared to the r e ­
sponses to the same statem ent on the  f ir s t  survey  by each 
nurse to id en tify  the  d irec tio n  or trend in the changes in  
the responses to determ ine  i f  there  was a s ig n i f ic a n t  
change in  the f e e l in g s  of the n urses  about the e f fe c t  of 
automation in the h o s p it a l .
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The Statistical Techniques Used to Analvze the Results of 
the Two Surveys.
Two s ta t ist ic a l  techniques were used to analyze the
significance of the results obtained from the two surveys.
These were the Normal Approximation to the Binom ial^ and
2
the McNemar Test of Sign ificance .
The purpose o f  the analysis of the norma 1 approxima­
tion to the b inom ial. The analysis  of the normal approxi­
mation to the binom ial was used to determine i f  there were 
significantly more responses observed to one o f the three 
possible answers to each statement than what one would ex­
pect due to chance. For example i f  forty-two of the re­
sponses by the nurses to a statement were "increased" this 
would be the number observed. The distribution  in the 
category due to chance would be .3 3  per cent o f  the total 
number of responses which in this  study would be sixty-two. 
The number of responses in each o f the three categories 
would be 20.67 responses, which could be expected to be in 
one category due to chance. The formula to determine the
1Quinn McNemar, Psychological S ta t is t ic s , New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (1962), p . 49 .
Sidney S ie g e l , Nonparametric S ta t is t ic s , New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company (1956), p . 64.
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level of s ig n if ic a n c e  was z*= -----^ -----
X/ Npq
z = value to determ ine  i f  s ig n i f i c a n t  d if fe r e n c e  does 
indeed e x i s t  between the observed number and the 
number in  t h a t  category due to chance .
x  = the observed  number.
N = the total number of resp o n ses  in the sample
Np = the sample s i z e  x the h y p o th e tica l  random propor­
tion  in the h y p o th esized  category —  . 3 3  o f the 
total N.
p = proportion in  the h y p o th esized  catego ry .
q = proportion in  the other categ o ries  com bined.
One of three le v e ls  of s ig n if ic a n c e  is  u s u a lly  se ­
lected to appraise the  s ig n if ic a n c e  of the d if fe r e n c e s  
found. These are the  .0 5 ,  .0 1 , and  .0 0 1  l e v e ls . The fiv e  
per cent level is m ost commonly u s e d , however, the  .01  
level is  more c o n se rv ativ e  and may be preferred  w ith  small 
numbers of su b je c ts . The .0 0 1  le v e l  of s ig n if ic a n c e  is the 
ultra conservative l e v e l .
I f  the v alue  o f  z = 1 .2 8 ,  
s ig n if ic a n c e .
I f  the value  o f  z = 2 .3 3 ,  
s ig n if ic a n c e .
I f  the value  o f  z = 3 .0 9 ,  
s ig n ific a n c e .
The purpose o f  the McNemar T e s t . The McNemar Test 
of S ig n ifican ce  co rre c te d  for c o n tin u ity  when expected  f r e ­
quencies were small (d f  = 1 ) ,  was used to test  the s i g n i f i ­
cance o f change or to  account for the d irectio n  o f  change
p  = ^  .05  le v e l  o f 
p  .01 le v e l  o f
p  — ^  .001 le v e l  of
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in the responses o f  the  nurses to  each  statem ent on the 
second survey in  com parison to the f i r s t  su rv ey . The 
formula for the McNemar Test o f  S ig n if ic a n c e  is *  (chi 
Square) = (A  d f - 1
Where A + D was e q u a l  to or more than  twenty the  correction
for continuity  was n o t  done. W here A + D was eq u al to or
less than ten the c o rre c tio n  for  co n tin u ity  w as done.
I f  the v alu e  o f  X 2 = 2 . 7 0 ,  p  = .1 0 .  T h is  value
was used to in d ic a te  the trend in  the d ir e c t io n  o f the
change of the fe e l in g s  of the n urse  about the e f f e c t  of
automation in  the h o s p it a l .
I f  the v alu e  o f  X 2 = 3 .8 4 ,  p .0 5 ,  l e v e l  of 
s ig n if ic a n c e .
I f  the v a lu e  o f  X 2 “  6 . 6 4 ,  p = Z _  .0 1  l e v e l  o f 
s ig n if ic a n c e .
The A nalysis  o f  the R esults  o f  the Two Surveys
The total number of responses to each statem ent on 
Survey I were counted  for the purpose of comparing the 
total number of respo n ses  to the same statement on Survey
I I .  The results w ere  analyzed by  using  the normal approxi­
mation to the b in o m ial  to obtain  the level o f  s ig n if ic a n c e . 
I f  a .0 5  level o f  s ig n ific a n c e  was obtained fo r  one of the 
three possible  responses  to the statement on the  second
survey, this response was analyzed as the one which identi­
fied the feelings of the nurses about the effect of automa­
tion in the hospital in relation to the content of that 
statement.
The responses to each statement on the second survey 
were compared to the same statement on the first survey as 
answered by the individual nurses. The changes and the 
direction of change were noted and recorded on three by 
five cards for the sixty-eight statements and for each 
nurse. The McNemar Test of Significance was used to obtain 
the level of significance of the changes in the responses 
to each statement. If a .05 level of significance was ob­
tained, the change was considered to be significant of a 
change in the feelings of the nurses about the effect of 
automation in the hospital as related to the content of 
that particular statement. Unless all of the statements in 
a category were significantly changed on the second survey 
in comparison to the first survey, the null hypothesis was 
accepted. However, the amount of change and the direction 
of the change were analyzed for each statement and for the 
total responses in each category.
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Analysis of Data From Section I of the Survey Form
The participants in the study.
The sixty-two professional nurses who participated 
in both phases to the study were requested to answer ques­
tions about their professional background. An analysis was 
made of certain selected characteristics of the subjects in 
terms of professional education, number of years of working 
experience, total number of years worked at Mercy Hospital, 
Denver, Colorado# previous work experience at other hospi­
tals, age group, and the shift or shifts the nurses usually 
worked. (See Tables I through VII, pp. 45 - 51.)
One hundred twenty professional nurses were employed 
at the hospital at the time the first survey was conducted. 
The investigator spent four days interviewing each nurse on 
duty during the twenty-four hour periods for the purpose of 
stimulating and seeking the cooperation of the nurses in 
the study. Ninety-six, or 82.5 per cent of the nurses 
agreed to participate in the study. Seventy-six, or 79.1 
per cent of the nurses completed the survey forms and re­
turned them prior to the move from the old building into 
the new hospital.
At the end of approximately four months, the
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seventy-six nurses who participated in the first survey 
were again interviewed by the investigator. Seventy-two, 
or 94.7 per cent of the nurses were still working at the 
hospital and agreed to complete the second survey form. 
Sixty-two, or 88.5 per cent of the nurses returned the 
second survey forms. These sixty-two nurses were the total 
number who met the criterion for inclusion in the study.
The participants were grouped in four age categor­
ies. Twenty-six, or 41.9 per cent of the nurses were in 
the age group between 20 - 29 years. Sixteen, or 25.9 per 
cent were in the 30 - 39 year group. Eight, or 12.9 per 
cent were in the 40 - 49 year group and twelve, or 19.3 per 
cent were over 50 years old.
All nursing positions were represented by those who 
participated in the study. The director of nursing service 
and the assistant directors of nursing service, the director 
of nursing education and the assistant director of nursing 
education, head nurses, staff nurses and clinical in­
structors. The organizational heirarchy of the nursing 
service administration does not include a supervisor level 
at the study hospital. "Area supervisors" are classified 
as assistant directors of nursing service. Twelve, or 19.3 
per cent of the nurses were in nursing service or nursing
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education administration. IVelve, or 19.3 per cent were 
head nurses and thirty-eight, or 61.4 per cent were general 
duty staff nurses or clinical nurse instructors from the 
school of nursing which uses the hospital as a laboratory 
for the students.
Educational preparation of the participants ranged 
from one nurse who had completed an associate degree pro­
gram to seven, or 11.3 per cent who held a master's degree 
in nursing. Pour, or 6.4 per cent were graduates of col­
legiate programs with bachelor of science degrees in nurs­
ing. Eleven, or 17.8 per cent had taken post-diploma work 
and obtained their bachelor of science degrees in nursing. 
Thirty-nine, or 62.9 per cent, were graduates of diploma 
schools of nursing. Three of the participants had taken 
post-graduate courses, one in operating room, one in pedi­
atrics, and one in obstetrics.
Fifty, or 80.7 per cent of the nurses had worked at 
other hospitals prior to their present position at the 
study hospital. Twelve, or 19.3 per cent of the nurses had 
worked only at Mercy Hospital, Denver since graduation from 
training. Eight, or 12.9 per cent of the nurses had worked 
less than two years, twenty-one, or 33.9 per cent had 
worked for over ten years, seventeen, or 27.4 per cent had
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worked from two to five years, and sixteen, or 25.8 per 
cent had worked in nursing from five to ten years.
The shifts worked by the participants at the time 
the first survey was conducted were: Forty, or 62.9 per 
cent of the nurses were working the day shift, three, or 
4.8 per cent of the nurses worked the evening shift only, 
and three, or 4.8 per cent of the nurses worked the night 
shift only. Seven, or 11.3 per cent of the nurses worked 
all three shifts on a rotation basis and nine, or 14.5 per 
cent of the nurses worked two of three shifts on a rotation 
basis.
The number of years each participant had worked at 
the study hospital was found to be as follows: twelve, or 
19.3 per cent of the nurses had been employed for six 
months or less, five, or 8.1 per cent had worked from six 
months to one year, eighteen, or 29.1 per cent had been em­
ployed from one to three years, thirteen, or 20.9 per cent 
had worked three to five years and fourteen, or 22.6 per 
cent had worked at Mercy Hospital over five years. Forty- 
eight, or 77.4 per cent had worked less than five years at 
this hospital.
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Analysis of Data from Section II of Survey Forms
Hypothesis JL
There will be no significant change in the feelings of 
nurses about the effect of automation on the need for ini­
tial and on-going inservice education for all staff working 
in an automated hospital. (See Table VIII, p. 53.)
Introduction. The success of automation in the hospital 
will depend to a large measure on how the nurse functions 
in the difficult role of meeting the needs of the patient, 
the physician and the hospital organization. In the liter-
3ature, several references were made to the need for proper 
orientation of personnel to the automated and mechanized 
devices, especially the body monitoring and the data 
processing equipment. Harris stated that "pre-planning and 
intensive inservice preparation will contribute to the suc-
4cess of instituting the use of electronic devices."
Harris further observed that "each nurse must be able to be 
effective in a "high-level anxiety" situation involving the 
use of awesome equipment, acutely ill patients who are also
3David A. Gee, o£. cit.# p. 41; Sr. Mary Carolita, 
Ofi. cit., p. 44; Rose Pinneo, o£. cit.. p. 79; Joyce 
Holmes George, o£. cit.« p. 71; Mark S. Blumberg, o£. cit., 
P. 41.
4Ruby M. Harris, o£. cit., p. 573.
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very fearful, and physicians who do not trust or understand
5the equipment."
Six statements pertained to the need for initial 
orientation and on-going inservice education for nursing 
service personnels 23, 26, 30, 54, 62, and 67. (See Table 
VIII, p. 53.)
Statement 23. The need for inservice training in using 
mechanical devices and automatic equipment will be in­
creased, unchanged, or decreased.
Imboden and Wynn observed that "Because the skill of 
the staff is the most important element in the success of 
the unit, the nurses need adequate educational preparation
0for the responsibility they will assume."
Findings. Significantly more nurses felt the need for in- 
service training in using mechanical devices and automatic 
equipment was increased (z = 10.57, p *= <^001) - Of the six 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey, five felt the need was increased. Although 
this indicates a trend (X2 =2.57, p = 10), the changes 
in the responses were not significant.
5Ibid.. p. 576. 
gClarence A. Imboden, Jr. and Jane E. Wynn, op. 
p. 75.
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statement 26. The need to orient personnel to the working 
environment on each unit in the hospital will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
The patient floors were designed so that all nursing 
units were basically the same. With the exception of the 
special nursing areas such as the operating rooms, labor 
and delivery rooms, emergency and out-patient departments, 
all of the nursing units were essentially identical. It 
would seem that after personnel were initially oriented to 
any one unit they should be able to function on any other 
unit more easily.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
to orient personnel to the working environment on each unit 
in the hospital was increased (z = 4.38, p =<^.001). Of 
the eighteen nurses who changed their responses to this 
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, ten felt the need was decreased. This was not a 
significant change.
Statement 30. The need to orient personnel to nursing 
functions on each unit in the hospital will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
This statement, although closely related to the 
statement above, does have a different meaning in that it 
is concerned with the actual nursing functions on each unit 
and is not limited to the physical design of the floor.
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Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
to orient personnel to nursing functions on each unit was
who changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, eleven felt the 
need was decreased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 54. The need for orientation of nurses to 
changes in procedures, policies, and new techniques will be 
increased, unchanged, or decreased.
For many months prior to the move from the old hos­
pital and continuing after the move into the new hospital, 
many changes were made in procedures and policies which 
pertained to the new equipment and the mechanical devices 
which had been installed in the new building.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
for orientation of nurses to changes in procedures, poli­
cies, and new techniques was increased (z = 7.61, p =
Of the nineteen nurses who changed their responses to this 
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, nine felt the need was decreased. This was not a 
significant change.
Statement 62. Difficulties encountered by "float nurses" 
working on several different units will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
increased (z = 4.12 Of the twenty-six nurses
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The design of the nursing units which was basically 
the same, should have influenced the placement of supplies 
and equipment on each nursing unit. The nursing station, 
charting desks, medication room, clean and soiled core 
areas, elevators, exits, patient rooms, and other basic 
areas were the same on each nursing floor. It was believed 
that this should contribute to decreased difficulties for 
personnel to work on another unit.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the diffi­
culties encountered by "float nurses" were increased 
(z = 4.38, p = <^. 001). Of the twenty-two nurses who changed 
their responses to this statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the first survey, sixteen felt the diffi­
culties were increased (X^  = 4.54, p = <^ .01). This was a 
significant change.
Statement 67. Responsibility of professional nurses for 
assisting with student nurse education will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
7In the literature on the effects of automation in 
the industrial setting, it was apparent that there was an 
increased need for orientation to the new equipment and
7Walter Buckingham, op. cit., p. 91; Otis Lipstreu 
and Kenneth Reed, op. cit., pp. 77-84.
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mechanical devices. On-going educational programs were 
needed to keep the employees abreast of the changes in the 
work environment. It was believed that there would be an 
increased need for professional nurses to assist with 
student nurse education to help the students adjust to the 
new hospital work environment.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the re­
sponsibility of professional nurses for assisting with 
student nurse education was unchanged (z = 3.31, p =<^001) . 
Of the thirty-four nurses who changed their responses to 
this statement on the second survey in comparison to the 
first survey, seventeen of the nurses felt the responsi­
bility of professional nurses for assisting with student 
nurse education was increased. This was not a significant 
change.
Summary
The responses to five of the six statements pertain­
ing to the need for initial and on-going inservice educa­
tion for all staff to work in an automated hospital indi­
cated significantly more of the nurses felt the need was 
increased (x2 = <^T001). The responses to statement 67, 
"responsibility of professional nurses for assisting with
student nurse education," indicated that the nurses felt 
there was no change in the responsibility of professional 
nurses for student nurse education due to the effect of 
automation in the hospital.
The responses to statement 62, "difficulties en­
countered by 'float nurses' working on several different 
units," on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey indicated significantly more nurses felt the diffi­
culties were increased (X^  = 4.54, p =^05 ). The number 
of responses to statement 23, "the need for inservice 
training in using mechanical devices and automatic equip­
ment," indicated a trend toward decreased (X^ = 2.57, 
p = <^10). The changes in the responses to the other four 
statements were random. Of the 125 nurses who changed 
their responses on the second survey in comparison to the 
first survey, sixty-nine changed toward increased and 
forty-six changed toward decreased. The null hypothesis 
was accepted.
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Hypothesis 2
There will be no significant change in the feelings of the 
nurses about the effect of automation on the work environ­
ment in the hospital. (See Table IX, p. 61.)
Introduction. In planning the new Mercy Hospital, a
philosophy of functional organization had been specifically
developed for this project by the Hospital Consultant as a
logical approach to the provision of care.
This philosophy of functional organization provides 
for the doctor and the nurse the necessary supplies as 
they are needed even in the patient's room. In this 
way, professional personnel and particularly the nurse 
can be relieved of a large part of their time formerly 
spent in messenger and waiting activities. It is esti­
mated that a sizeable portion of a nurse's time can 
thus be saved and utilized for direct patient care.®
In industry, Buckingham states that "Automation 
clearly improves working conditions in general by permit-
'Ating better housekeeping in the plant. Automated plants 
are cleaner, neater, and more pleasant to work in."9
Eight statements pertained to the effect of automa­
tion on the work environments 33, 36, 47, 53, 55, 56, 58, 
and 60. (See Table IX, page 61.)
Gordon A. Friesen Associates, "Master Program and 
Plan for the new Mercy Hospital," Denver, Colorado (June, 
1961), p .  4 .
Walter Buckingham, op. cit., p. 91.9
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Statement 3 .^ The accessibility of supplies and equipment 
to give patient care will be increased, unchanged, or de­
creased.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the acces­
sibility of supplies and equipment to give patient care was 
increased (z = 8.69, p = ^001). There was no significant 
change in the responses on the second survey in comparison 
to the first survey. Of the fifteen nurses who changed 
their response, seven felt the accessibility of supplies 
and equipment was decreased.
Statement 36. The opportunity to carry out all nursing 
duties effectively with an economy of time and effort will 
be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The following statement from the philosophy of de­
sign of the hospital will help in analyzing this concept:
No matter how personnel are grouped or functions and 
responsibilities divided, ultimate savings are not pos­
sible without the provision of proper tools to work 
with, when they are needed, and where they are needed. 
Unless such an environment is provided both by design 
and equipment, professional and allied skills are 
diluted with functions and duties that could be per­
formed less frequently and by less skilled personnel. 
Skills are further diluted by the time lost in waiting 
for necessary supplies, materials, and equipment. 10
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the oppor­
tunity to carry out all nursing duties effectively with an
10Gordon A. Friesen, Associates, op. cit., p. 4.
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economy of time and effort was increased (z = 7.34, 
p = -^.001). There was a significant change in the way the 
nurses felt about the opportunity to carry out all nursing 
duties on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey. Of the thirteen nurses who changed their responses 
to this statement, ten felt the opportunity was decreased 
(X2 = 3.76, p = <^ .05) .
Statement 47. The convenience and efficiency of the work­
ing environment will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The rationale for the inclusion of this statement in 
the study is given in the following statements:
In hospital design few people have thus far recog­
nized the real importance of a production line flow of 
supplies and equipment. Such a flow can and will make 
a tremendous contribution toward better utilization of 
hospital personnel and their time and ultimately the 
provision of quality patient care at the lowest possi­
ble cost.l-1-
This specifically stresses the efficiency of the 
working environment as being essential in utilizing the 
nurses' time and effort in carrying out her responsibili­
ties in giving patient care.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the con­
venience and efficiency of the working environment was
11Ibid., p. 4.
increased (z = 8.95, p =/.001). Of the eleven nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, six felt the con­
venience and efficiency of the working environment was 
decreased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 53. The amount of walking done by nurses on duty 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Several factors should have influenced the amount of 
walking done on duty by the nursing staff in the new hospi­
tal. The storage of basic supplies in the Nurserver lo­
cated in each patient room, the complement carts located in 
the clean core area on the nursing floor, the master com­
munication system which allows the nurse verbal contact 
with the nursing station, other nursing personnel on the 
unit, the main Supplies, Processing and Distribution area, 
the inter-communication system between the patients and the 
nursing station, all electrical beds which the patient can 
operate, and the division of the nursing floor into four 
nursing teams with only fourteen patients to each team 
should have contributed to decreasing the amount of walking 
done by the nurses on duty.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the amount 
of walking done by nurses on duty was decreased (z = 1.70,
64
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p = <^ .05). There was a significant change in the feelings 
of the nurses oir the second survey in comparison to the 
first survey. Of the thirty nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement, twenty-three felt walking done 
on duty was increased (X^ = 6.00, p. = <^ .05).
Statement 55. Storage of supplies and equipment on the 
wards will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
There are three sources of supplies and equipment
for the convenience of the nurses in giving patient care.
The Nurserver which is located in the patient room, the
clean core area on each nursing floor where the complement
carts are stored, and the main S.P.D. department. The
basis of the planning approach for the new Mercy Hospital
was to provide a facility in which there was a place for
everything, everything in its place— "and nobody wastes
12time fetching and carrying unnecessarily." The master 
communication system, the continuous conveyor belt system, 
pneumatic tube system and the vertical shaft dumb waiter 
assures delivery of any item needed by the nurse when need­
ed and where needed.
■Findings. significantly more of the nurses felt storage of
12Ibid., pp. 4, 5.
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supplies and equipment on the wards was decreased (z = 5.46, 
p = <^. 001). Of the twenty-three nurses who changed their 
responses to this statement on the second survey in com­
parison to the first survey, eleven felt storage of sup­
plies was increased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 56. Availability of all equipment necessary to 
give patient care will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
From the Manual prepared by the Hospital Consultant 
the following statements explain the supply and distribu­
tion system in effect in the new hospital:
The supply and distribution system, . . . will per­
mit better organization, distribution and control of 
materials. But most important, it places at the im­
mediate disposal of the medical staff and hospital per­
sonnel the necessary supplies when and where needed.
It is an application of centralization and automation 
to the provision of hospital supplies and material 
handling.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the avail­
ability of all equipment necessary to give patient care was 
increased (z = 7.88, p = <^ .001). Of the seventeen nurses 
who changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, eight felt the 
availability of supplies and equipment to give patient care
Gordon A. Friesen, Associates, og. ext., p. 3.13
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was decreased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 58. The possibility that "things will run more 
smoothly" in your department will be increased, unchanged, 
or decreased.
The functional grouping of related departments with­
in the hospital and the automated and mechanical devices 
for the processing and distribution of supplies from S.P.D. 
actually should have assured efficient operation and a 
smooth, straight-line flow of traffic. The Administrator 
of the Berwick Hospital, Berwick, Pennsylvania, which was 
designed by the same Hospital Consultant, stated* "The 
atmosphere of quiet efficiency that pervades both the pub­
lic and 'working' areas of the building is the result of
14careful planning— not a happy accident."
Findings. significantly more of the nurses felt the possi­
bility that "things will run more smoothly" in your depart­
ment was increased (z = 6.27, p = ^.001). Of the twenty 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, eleven 
felt the possibility was decreased. This was not a sig­
nificant change.
14"How Automat Plan Works in Practice, " The Modern 
Hospital, vol. 95, No. 3 (September, 1960), pp. 95-99.
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statement 60. Infections due to method of handling soiled 
equipment and supplies will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
The design of each nursing unit emphasizes the sepa­
ration of clean from soiled at every step of handling of 
the supplies and equipment in giving patient care. In the 
patient room, the clean storage unit of the Nurserver is 
sealed completely off from the soiled holding side of the 
unit. The clean storage area on each nursing unit has a 
separate continuous conveyor belt system for the delivery 
of supplies and equipment to the nursing floors. The 
soiled holding area is a separate room as is the Treyveyor 
to return supplies and equipment to the decontamination 
area located in the S.P.D. department of the hospital.
Even soiled food trays may not be placed on the food 
Treyveyor until all clean food trays have been served to 
the patients. The system must be reversed to receive trays 
to be returned to the dishwashing area in the kitchen. 
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt infections 
due to the method of handling soiled equipment and supplies 
were decreased (z = 8.95, p = <^. 001). Of the thirteen 
nurses who changed their responses to the statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, eleven 
felt infections due to the method of handling soiled
equipment and supplies were increased (X2 = 6.23, p = <^05). 
This was a significant change in the feelings of the nurses 
about the effect of automation on incidence of infections.
Summary
The nurses responses to the eight statements per­
taining to the effect of automation on the work environment 
indicated significantly more of the nurses felt the work en­
vironment was improved (p = <^. 05). The nurses felt the ac­
cessibility of supplies was increased, the availability of 
all equipment to give patient care was increased, the pos­
sibility that "things will run more smoothly" in your 
department was increased, and the convenience and efficien­
cy of the working environment was increased (p = 001). 
Significantly more of the nurses felt the storage of sup­
plies and equipment on the ward was decreased (p =<^.001). 
There was a significant change in the responses of the 
nurses to "the opportunity to carry out all nursing duties 
effectively with an economy of time and effort" which was 
toward increased (p = <<05). Significantly more of the 
nurses changed their responses to the statement "the amount 
of walking done on duty" which was toward increased 
(P = <^ .05). Significantly more of the nurses changed their
69
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responses toward increased to the statement "infections due 
to the method of handling soiled equipment and supplies"
(p = <-05).
There were 145 changes in the responses of the 
nurses on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, eighty-eight toward decreased and fifty-four toward 
increased. The responses to five of the eight statements 
were random and did not indicate a direction of change at a 
level of significance. The null hypothesis was accepted.
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Hypothesis _3
There will be no significant change in the feelings of 
nurses about the effect of automation on supervisory re­
sponsibilities and on staffing needs within the hospital. 
(See Table X, p. 72.)
Introduction. Bright reported that in the industrial set­
ting there was an increase in supervisory responsibility.
Automation demands an alert machinery-conscious 
supervisor of a higher caliber. . . . He must be ac­
quainted with all the processes since he directs a 
complete line rather than one department. He must be 
conscious of a machinery-oriented production system.
He must be imaginative and resourceful, since down 
time must be anticipated, minimized, and circumvented 
as much as possible. We notice that the man who has 
more than a high school education fits in. He can look 
ahead and grasp the impact of change.
Lipstreu and Reed found that the expectations of 
top-level management relative to supervisory performance 
had heightened. They also found that the increased speed 
of the lines and the restricted mobility of the machine 
operators had significantly reduced opportunities to spot 
difficulties early enough to avoid substantial loss of 
material. As a result, supervisory tension had been great­
ly increased.*6
15James R. Bright, Automation and Management 
(Boston: Division of Research, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University, 1958), p. 209.
16Lipstreu and Reed, og. cit., p. 53.
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Seven statements pertained to the effect of automa­
tion on supervisory responsibilities and staffing needs 
within the hospital: 2, 6, 13, 16, 22, 32, and 63. (See 
Table X, p. 72.)
Statement 2 . Supervisors responsibility will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
The hypothesis "that automation increases the amount
of supervisory responsibility" was supported in the study
by Lipstreu and Reed."^
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt that 
supervisors' responsibility was increased (z = 6.54,
sponses on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, seven felt supervisors' responsibility was de­
creased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 6,. The percentage of non-professional workers in 
the hospital will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
A recent article states that in two hospitals de­
signed by the Hospital Consultant for Mercy Hospital,
Denver, the reduction in staffing was decreased to ratios 
of 1.04 employees per patient at the Berwick Hospital,
Of the sixteen nurses who changed their re-
17Ibid.
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B e r w ic k , Pennsylvania, and 1.38 employees per patient at 
the Carrol County Hospital, Westminister, Maryland, com­
p a r e d  to a national average of 2.4 per patient in other
18general hospitals. The ratio of non-professional person­
nel to professional personnel in most hospitals has been 
increased during the past few years.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the per­
centage of non-professional workers in the hospital was in­
creased (z = 5.19, p = <^.001). Of the twenty-three nurses 
who changed their'responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, eleven felt the 
percentage of non-professional workers was decreased. This 
was not a significant change.
Statement 13. The number of personnel on a nursing team 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The professional nurse was relieved of all non­
nursing tasks involving the ordering and obtaining of sup­
plies and equipment to give patient care. Each nursing 
unit was divided into four areas with fourteen patients as­
signed to each nursing team. Non-professional personnel 
were responsible for stocking the Nurservers in each
18"LookJ No Nursing Station," The Canadian Hospi 
tal, Vol. 41, No. 3 (March, 1964), p. 48.
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patient room and for replacement of supplies and materials 
used by the nurses to give patient care. It seemed that 
nursing service personnel should be able to concentrate on 
giving patient care and that the number on a team should be 
decreased.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the number 
of personnel on a nursing team were decreased (z = 1.97, 
p = < ^05). Of the thirty-six nurses who changed their re­
sponses on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, seventeen felt the number of personnel on a nursing 
team were increased. This was not a significant change.
Statement 16. The ratio of supervisors to staff nurses 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Lipstreu and Reed observed that "One interesting as­
pect of increased automaticity of work is that, with fewer
machine workers, there is apparently little decrease in the
19size of the supervisory group. "
Findings. The nurses felt the ratio of supervisors to 
staff nurses was either unchanged or decreased. Signifi­
cantly fewer nurses felt the ratio of supervisors to staff 
nurses was increased (z = 4.48, p = ^ .001). Of the twenty-
19Lipstreu and Reed, o£. cit., p. 55.
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three nurses who changed their responses to this statement 
on the second survey in comparison to the first survey, 
twelve felt the need was decreased. This was not a sig­
nificant change.
Statement 22. The ratio of professional nurses to non­
professional nursing personnel will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
Lipstreu and Reed stated that "old distinctions be­
tween direct and indirect labor become exceedingly fuzzy
20under automated conditions."
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the ratio 
of professional nurses to non-professional nursing person­
nel was decreased (z = 1.97, p = <^ . 05). Of the forty-one 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, twenty-two 
felt the ratio was decreased. This was not a significant 
change.
Statement 32. The professional nurses' opportunities to 
supervise non-professional personnel will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
Each nursing unit is divided into four teams respon­
sible for fourteen patients each. Relieving the
2°Ibid.. p. 56.
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professional nurses of many non-nursing tasks should free 
them to patient care and supervision of non-professional 
nursing personnel.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the oppor­
tunities to supervise non-professional personnel were in­
creased (z * 4.38, p = <<001) . Of the twenty-three nurses 
who changed their responses on the second survey in compar­
ison to the first survey, sixteen felt the opportunities 
were decreased. Although this was not significant, it did 
indicate a shift toward decreased (X2 = 2.0, p =<^.10).
Statement 63. The need for Head Nurses to closely observe 
patient care given by all personnel will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
Walker observed that "Increasing decentralization of 
authority may result in machine operators being given great­
er discretion for making decisions on their own initiative
21without consulting superiors."
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
for head nurses to closely observe patient care given by 
all personnel was unchanged. Of the forty-five nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, twenty-five felt
2*Walker, oja. cit., p. 40.
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the need was decreased. This was not a significant change.
Summary
The nurses' responses to three of the seven state­
ments pertaining to supervisory responsibility and staffing 
needs in the hospital were significantly toward increased 
(p =<^.001). They felt that supervisors responsibility was 
increased, the percentage of non-professional workers in 
the hospital was increased, and the professional nurses' 
opportunities to supervise non-professional personnel were 
increased. The nurses felt the number of personnel on a 
nursing team was decreased and the ratio of professional 
nurses to non-professional nursing personnel was decreased 
(P = 05). The nurses felt that the ratio of supervisors 
to staff nurses was unchanged and the need for head nurses 
to closely observe patient care given by all personnel was 
unchanged (p =<^.001).
Of the 205 responses to the seven statements which 
were changed on the second survey in comparison to the 
first survey, ninety-three were toward increased and 112 
were toward decreased. The direction of change was not 
significant at the <^.05 level. The null hypothesis was 
accepted.
Hypothesis 4
There will be no significant change in the feelings of 
nurses about the effect of automation on communication 
within the hospital. (See Table XI, p. 80.)
Introduction. The effect of automation on the need for 
communication between supervisors and employees in the in­
dustrial setting was found to be increased. However, the 
amount of communication between workers was drastically re­
duced due to new work assignments, added speed, and more 
automatic work procedures. Lipstreu and Reed stated:
A logical deduction by those studying the conse­
quences of automation might be that a more automatic 
work environment would naturally lead to less inter­
action and verbal communication . . . the amount of 
direct communication required between supervisors and 
employees involved in automated work is greatly re­
duced . . .  a considerable proportion of direct commu­
nication is via intercom. And both workers and super­
visors have a rather difficult time making appropriate 
adjustments.22
They also observed that time after time supervisors 
made attempts to convey their directions over electronic 
devices, only to give up when unable to do so and seek out 
the employee to whom they gave their verbal orders 
directly.23
22Lipstreu and Reed, 0£. cit., p. 57.
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There were seven statements pertaining to the effect 
of automation on communication within the hospital: 20, 25,
37, 42, 43, 57, and 64.
Statement 20. The amount of direct communication between 
supervisors and staff nurses will be increased, unchanged, 
or decreased.
Lipstreu and Reed observed that "There can be little 
doubt in X (company) that the amount of direct communica­
tion required between supervisors and employees involved in
24automated work is greatly reduced."
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the amount 
of direct communication between supervisors and staff 
nurses was increased (z = 1.70, p =<^.05). Of the thirty- 
two nurses who changed their responses to this statement on 
the second survey in comparison to the first survey, seven­
teen felt the amount of direct communication between super­
visors and staff nurses was decreased. This was not a 
significant change.
Statement 37. Communication between physicians and nurses 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
One of the objectives of the designer was to de­
crease the need for the nurses to gather in the nursing
82
station to do all the desk work and so-called "busy work" 
which many nurses feel keep them from giving patient care. 
If the nurse is with the patients and not at the nursing 
station, it would seem there should be more communication 
between the doctor and the nurse, since the nurse is more 
likely to be in the patient's room when the physician sees 
his patient.
Findings. There was no significant differences between the 
nurses' responses to this statement. The responses were 
almost equally divided between the three possible responses 
to this statement. Of the twenty-nine nurses who changed 
their responses to the statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the first survey, fourteen felt communication 
between physicians and nurses was increased. This was not 
a significant change.
Statement 25. The opportunity to "listen" to what the 
patient is really saying will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
The pragmatic value of automation must be weighed
against hurtful effects upon personality and depersonaliz-
25mg and distance-producing features must be counteracted. 
Many nursing leaders believe that automated and mechanized
Peplau, ££. cit.. p. 46.25
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d e v ic e s  will free highly trained nursing personnel to per­
form uniquely human tasks such as improving patient-nurse 
relationships and increasing the opportunities for the 
nurse to teach the patient more about his health needs. 
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the oppor­
tunity to "listen" to what the patient is really saying was 
increased (z = 5.19, p =<^.001). Of the twenty-seven 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, fourteen 
felt the opportunity was decreased. This was not a sig­
nificant change.
Statement 42. The need for each nurse to talk with the 
patient1 s physician will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
Many nurses have expressed the need to discuss 
patient care with physicians. Freeing the nurse from non­
nursing tasks should release her to spend more time with 
the patients and also to plan patient care with co-workers 
and the physicians.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
for each nurse to talk with the patient's physician was un­
changed (z = 3.31, p “ <^.001). Of the thirty nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second
84
survey in comparison to the first survey, nineteen felt the
significant change, although it did indicate a trend toward 
decreased.
statement 43. The need for communication between nursing 
education personnel and nursing service personnel will be 
increased, unchanged, or decreased.
With the many new concepts and changes in policies, 
procedures, and equipment it was felt by the investigator 
that there would be an increased need for communication be­
tween the personnel on the nursing units and the instruc­
tors in the school of nursing.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
for communication between nursing education personnel and 
nursing service personnel was increased (z = 4.65, 
p =<^.001). Of the thirty nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, thirteen felt the need for commu­
nication was decreased. This is not a significant change.
Statement 57. Difficulties and problems of communication 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The master communication system which allows the 
nurse almost instantaneous verbal contact with all depart­
ments of the hospital, the nursing station and other nurses
need was decreased (X2 « 2.45, This was not a
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on the units should have eliminated many of the problems 
connected with communication in the hospital.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the diffi­
culties and problems of communication were decreased 
(z * 2.23, p = ^025). Of the thirty-three nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first survey, eighteen felt the 
difficulties and problems of communication were increased. 
This was not a significant change.
Statement 64. Staff physicians' opportunities to discuss 
patient care with professional nurses will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
The purpose of the plan for the nursing units by
the Hospital Consultant was stated as follows, "functional
organization provides for the doctor and the nurse the
necessary supplies as they are needed even in the patient ’ s
26room." it was believed that the nurse would be able to 
work more closely with the physician as he cared for his 
patient, thereby increasing the opportunity for the staff 
physician to discuss patient care with the nurse.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt staff
Gordon A. Friesen Associates, op. cit., p. 4.26
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physicians' opportunities to discuss patient care with pro­
fessional nurses was increased (z = 1.70, p =<^.05). Of 
the thirty nurses who changed their responses to this 
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, twenty felt the opportunities were decreased 
(X2 = 3.33, p 10). Although this was not significant
at the <^ .05 level, it did indicate a trend toward decreased 
in the feelings of the nurses about staff physician's op­
portunities to discuss patient care with professional 
nurses.
Summary
The responses of the nurses to statements 20, 25, 
and 57 indicated that the effect of automation on communi­
cation was increased communication at the <^.05 level of 
significance. The responses of the nurses to statement 37 
were divided between the three possible answers and were 
not significantly more in one group. Significantly more of 
the nurses' responses to statement 42 indicated the effect 
of automation had not changed the need for each nurse to 
talk with the patient's physician (<^001). The nurses' 
responses to statement 64 indicated a trend toward de­
creased opportunities for staff physicians to discuss
patient care with professional nurses (<(ClO) . This was the 
only statement to which the responses indicated a trend 
toward decreased. There were 211 responses changed by the 
nurses on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, 100 toward increased and 111 toward decreased. The 
changes were random and were not significant of the direc­
tion of the change. The null hypothesis was accepted.
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Hypothesis 5,
There will be no significant change in the feelings of 
nurses about the effect of automation on the improvement of 
patient care. (See Table XXI, p. 89.)
Introduction. Some of the expected advantages of using 
machines in the care of patients are to provide more time 
for interpersonal contacts between nursing personnel and 
patients, take some of the drudgery out of nursing, relieve 
the nurse of running after supplies and equipment, and to 
improve patient care by providing the facilities to give 
more prompt, efficient service to the patient.
There were eight statements pertaining to the effect 
of automation on the improvement of patient care: 14, 28,
38, 44, 46, 49, and 66. The statements included methods of 
improving patient care as well as the more direct effect of 
automation on patient care.
Statement 14. The effectiveness of team nursing will be 
increased, unchanged, or decreased.
During recent years, nurses have devised methods by 
which the professional nurse should be able to spend more 
time and have closer contact with the patient. The short­
age of professional nurses has increased the numbers of 
nursing assistants who have been given more and more re­
sponsibilities for the bedside care of the patient. The
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professional nurse who has been trained in the sciences and 
other special knowledge fields has found herself in the 
medication room, at the nursing desk, and involved with 
ward management duties which absorb increasing amounts of 
her time and energy. One method which has gained a great 
deal of popularity and support throughout nursing has been 
team nursing. It was believed by the investigator that the 
design concepts and the automated and mechanized devices 
would increase the effectiveness of team nursing.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt that the 
effectiveness of team nursing was increased (z = 6.00, 
p =<^.001). Of the twenty-six nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, fourteen felt the effectiveness of 
team nursing was decreased. This was not a significant 
change.
Statement 28. The opportunity for professional nurses to 
give direct patient care will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
In the Manual for the design of the new hospital, 
the following statement was made:
In this way, professional personnel and particularly 
the nurse can be relieved of a large part of their time 
formerly spent in messenger and waiting activities. It
91
is estimated that  a sizeable portion of a nurse 's  time
can thus be saved and u t il iz e d  for direct patient 
27care.
Findings. S ig n ifican tly  more of the nurses fe lt  the oppor­
tunity for professional nurses to give direct patient care 
was increased (z = 3 .5 8 ,  p = < ^ .0 0 1 ) .  Of the twenty-three 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, thirteen 
felt the opportunity for professional nurses to give direct 
patient care was decreased. This was not a s ignificant 
change.
Statement 38. The number of p atien ts ' requests for nursing 
care w ill be increased , unchanged, or decreased.
In the new automated ho spital building , each pa­
tient's  bed was e lectrical and, unless his condition was 
such that he was not able to operate the controls, even the 
bed patient should have been more independent of nursing 
help. The radio, television , and inter-com pillow  speaker 
should have also contributed to h is  independence. In com­
parison to the old hospital, each room in the new hospital 
had a vanity area w ith  a shower, toilet, and lavatory. 
Ambulatory patients could be on a self-help b asis  of care.
27
Master Program and Plan for the New Mercy Hospi- 
tal, op. c it .,  p . 4 .
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It was believed by the investigator that the number of re ­
quests for nursing care should be markedly reduced in the 
new hospital.
Findings. On the f ir s t  survey significantly  more of the 
nurses felt the number of patien ts ' requests for nursing 
care would be decreased (z = 4 .6 5 ,  p = <^001) . However, on 
the second survey, the responses were changed so that they 
were almost equally divided between unchanged and decreased 
without a majority in  any one group. Of the twenty-eight 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, s ig n ifi­
cantly more of the nurses fe lt  the number of patients ' re ­
quests for nursing care were increased (X2 = 3 .5 7 , p =<^To5). 
This was a s ignificant  change.
Statement 40 . The amount of time needed to answer the pa­
tients ' calls for nursing care w il l  be increased, unchanged 
or decreased.
Many studies have been conducted on how nurses spend 
their time on duty. Blumberg identified  those activities 
which require more than one per cent of a nurse 's  time.
There was no sp ecific  category related to the actual amount 
of time spent in answering p a tien t 's  call for nursing care 
but it was found that 3 .9  per cent of the nurse 's  time was
spent to "make rounds to v is it  or observe p a t ie n ts ."
Other categories in  the study by Blumberg do involve pa­
tient care so it  would seem that somewhat more than the 
above quoted figu re  is used in  answering p a t ie n t 's  calls 
for nursing care. The master communication system and the 
physical design of each nursing unit combined with the 
automated supply system should have decreased the amount 
of time needed to answer patien ts ' calls for nursing care . 
Findings. S ign ifican tly  more o f  the nurses fe lt  the amount 
of time needed to answer p a t ie n ts ' calls for nursing care 
was decreased (z = 5 .7 3 ,  p = < ^ .0 0 1 ) .  Of the twenty-one 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first  survey, fourteen 
felt the amount o f  time to answer patients ' ca lls  for 
nursing care was increased (X2 = 2 .3 3 , p <=^'. 1 0 ) .  Although 
the trend is not s ign ificant  it  does indicate a change in 
the feelings of the nurses about the effect o f  automation 
on the amount of time needed to answer the patients • calls  
for nursing care.
Statement 44 . P a t ie n ts 1 feelings of security w ill  be in ­
creased, unchanged, or decreased.
28
28
Mark S. Blumberg, op. c i t . , p. 40.
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The nurse-patient intercommunication system which 
assures the patient almost instantaneous verbal contact 
with the nursing station and nursing service personnel 
should prove to be reassuring to the patient. The availa­
bility of supplies and equipment and the modern mechanical 
equipment to give patient care should have reassured the 
patient that he would receive excellent care.
Findings. S ignificantly  more of the nurses fe lt  the pa­
tients' feelings o f  security were increased (z = 3 .31 , 
p = <<001). Of the twenty-seven nurses who changed their 
responses to this statement on the second survey in com­
parison to the f i r s t  survey, f ifte en  changed to decreased 
(X2 = 2 .13 , p *=<^. 1 0 ) .  The trend was toward decreased 
feelings of security  for patients. Although this was not 
at a level of significance , it  does indicate a change in 
the feelings of the nurses about the effect of automation 
on patients' feelings  of security.
Statement 46 . Time utilized  effectively  in giving patient 
care will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
In the busy hospital, there is constant motion -- the 
flow of patients and staff members, and o f  the materi­
als used for and by them. By properly arranging the 
various units , this flow can have orderly direction, 
can largely eliminate inconvenience, and can reduce 
waste motion and its concomitant frustration. Add to 
this arrangement the best obtainable diagnostic and 
therapeutic equipment and the highly-developed tools
95
of modern management, such as automation and the means 
for universal and instantaneous communications, and the  
result is an environment w hich  makes p ossible  PROMPT, 
EFFICIENT, AND EFFECTIVE PATIENT CARE.29
Findings. S ig n ific a n tly  more o f  the nurses fe lt  time 
utilized e ffe ctiv e ly  in giving patient care was increased  
(z = 4.12, p = <<001). Of the twenty-seven nurses who 
changed their responses to th is  statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the f i r s t  survey, eighteen felt  
time utilized e ffe c t iv e ly  in g iv in g  patient care was de­
creased (X2 = 3 .00 , p = <<10). This was not a significant  
change but it ind icated  a trend toward decreased u t il iz a ­
tion of time.
Statement 4 9 . Patient satisfactio n  with food service w i l l  
be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The d istrib u tio n  of p at ie n ts ' trays to the floors in  
the new building and for the return  of soiled  trays re ­
quired one v e rtic a l  conveyor which  was reversib le . In  ad­
dition to the ascending v ertical conveyor used exclusively  
for food services, there was a food service dumbwaiter con­
necting dietary to a ll  floors in  order to service late 
orders and supply nourishments. The dietary department was
Gordon A. Friesen Associates, Inc ., op. cit. . p.
29
4.
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connected by a s p e c ia l  intercommunication system to the 
supply core on each  patient le v e l  and to the service alcove  
in each p atien t 's  room which provided the nurse  with a 
means of rapid communication to the dietary department con­
cerning the p a t ie n t ' s food t r a y s . The time needed to send  
a tray from the food service l in e  in the k itc h en  to the 
nursing unit is  s ix  seconds. Each nursing team was re ­
sponsible for the d istrib utio n  o f  the trays to their pa­
tients. A large wheeled rack holding  fourteen trays was 
used to transport the trays from the clean core area to the  
rooms. It  was b e lie v e d  that food could be served quickly  
insuring hot or co ld  items b e in g  served th is  way.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt patient 
satisfaction with food service was increased (z - 1.70, 
p = <<05). However, of the thirty-five nurses who changed 
their responses to this statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the first survey, twenty-nine felt patient 
satisfaction with food service was decreased (X^ = 15.11,
their responses to this statement on the second survey f e lt  
patient satisfac tio n  with food service was decreased.
Statement 66 . The opportunity for the head nurse to ob­
serve and assist with patient care will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
S ig n ific a n tly  more of the nurses who changed
97
The concept of non-professional personnel being r e ­
sponsible for the managerial tasks of ordering supplies and 
equipment, making out requisitions and charges which for­
merly has absorbed the time and energies of the head nurse 
on the units should have given the head nurse the opportun­
ity to work with her personnel more closely and increase or 
improve the quality  of patient care as well as the improve­
ment of personnel relationships.
Findings . S i g n i f i c a n t l y  more o f  the nurses f e l t  the op p o r­
tunity  for the h e a d  nurse to o b se rv e  and a s s i s t  w ith  p a ­
tient care was d e c r e a s e d  (z =  1 . 9 7 ,  p = < ^ 0 2 5 ) .  O f  the  
thirty-seven n u r s e s  who changed t h e ir  r e sp o n se s  to th is  
statement on the seco nd  survey  i n  com parison to  the f i r s t  
survey, twenty- seven f e l t  the o p p o rtu n ity  w as  d ecreased .
the responses to this  statement on the first  survey and was 
a significant change in the feelings of the nurses about 
the effect of automation on the opportunity for the head 
nurse to observe and assist w ith  patient care.
Summary
The responses of the nurses to the eight statements 
pertaining to improvement of patient care indicated that
This was a complete reversal from
98
significantly more o f  the nurses fe lt  the effectiveness of 
team nursing was increased, the opportunity to give direct 
patient care was increased, the patien t 's  feelings  of se­
curity were increased and the time utilized  in  giving pa­
tient care was increased due to the effect o f  the automated 
and mechanical devices in the new hospital (p = \To5 -<^ 001) . 
The responses of the nurses to statement 38, . . the 
number of p a tien t 's  requests for nursing c a r e ,"  indicated 
a change in the feelings  of the nurses about the effect of 
automation in re la t io n  to the number of p a t ie n t 's  requests 
for nursing care. The trend was toward increased but there 
was hot any one group whose responses were suffic ient  to be 
significant at the <^05 level. The responses to statement 
40, "the amount of time needed to answer the patients' 
calls for nursing c a r e ,"  also indicated a change in the 
feelings of the nurses. Although the trend was not at the 
^05  level of s ign ificance , the change was toward increased. 
Significantly more of the nurses changed their  responses to 
the statement about the effect of automation on "patient 
satisfaction w ith  food serv ice ," toward decreased 
(P “  < l001). The responses of the nurses to statement 66  
also indicated a significant change in the feelings of the 
nurses about the effect  of automation on "the  opportunity
99
for the head nurse to observe and assist w ith  patient care 
(p = <<001). One-hundred eighty-two responses by the 
nurses were changed on the second survey in comparison to 
the first survey. Six  of the eight statements showed 
changes in the feelings  of the nurses about the effect of 
automation on patient care. The responses of the nurses to 
two statements were not s ign ificantly  changed. The null 
hypothesis was accepted.
100
Hypothesis 6.
There will be no significant change in the feelings of pro­
fessional nurses about the e ffect  of automation on the need 
for nurses to possess increased skills  in human relations 
and increased c l in ic a l  knowledge in nursing. (See Table
X III. P- 101 .)
Introduction. One of the expressed fears of those who have
f
been concerned about the impact of automation on people has
been that machines w ill  replace people to the point where
machines will take over and t e ll  people what to do and when
to do it. Buckingham makes the following observations
about computers:
Because computers cannot see , hear, fee l , or taste, in ­
formation has to be carefully  fed into them by pro­
grammers on magnetic tapes or punched cards. They can­
not listen to a speech or look up things in a book, 
like humans, or listen to commands, like a dog. Nor 
can they act ea sily . They have no arms or legs but 
they can make sounds, flash  colored ligh ts , and type 
out sentences and numerals on automatic typewriters.
No amount of memorization or learning can add up to 
thinking. No machine can create ideas, speculate, use 
intuition, analyze abstractly, interpret complex situa ­
tions not specifically  programmed, or jump to conclu­
sions, either rightly or wrongly. . . . Humans, poten­
tially at least , are superior to machines in many ways, 
even in some of the most routine jobs. People possess 
judgment that no machine can ever h a v e . 30
However, there are other factors influencing the 
installation of machines and automated devices in the
30
Walter Buckingham, op. c it . , p. 36.
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hospital. Blumberg states that hospitals w i l l  automate be­
cause such equipment cuts costs, replaces nurse labor now
in short supply, speeds up e ffic ie n c y , and enables the hos-
31
pital to compete on an equal b a s is  with other hospitals. 
l*he question now might well be whether to tra in  nurses to 
maintain the equipment or whether to maintain equipment 
specialists to operate some of the mechanical equipment.
Will nurses need to increase their  skills  in interpersonal 
relationships in order to retain  the human element in g iv ­
ing patient care? Five statements pertained to the effect 
of automation on the need for nurses to possess increased 
human relations s k il ls  and increased c lin ical knowledge in 
the field of nursing : 8 , 9, 11, 19, and 65.
Statement 8.. N u rse s ' need for personal judgment skills 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Peplau expressed much concern about the possible e f ­
fect of automation on the patient—nurse relationships as 
well as on the indiv idual patient. She stated :
Each nurse w i l l  have to use judgment in local situa­
tions to determine whether each new device has a dele­
terious effect on the patient as a person, and to work
O *1
Mark S. Blumberg, op. c i t . , p. 35.
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out the necessary countervailing  inter-personal nurs­
ing practices. 32
Not only must the nurse use judgment in  the use of 
automated and m echanical devices , but she is  the one who is  
at the bedside of the patient and is  responsible  for con­
stant observation. She cannot be  merely a bystander and 
must learn to assume functions new to nursing . Pinneo 
states in a recent a r t ic le  on caring  for p atients  in a 
coronary care u n it  that nurses must have " f i r s t ,  a ll the 
traditional nursing arts and s k i l l s ;  second, the knowledge 
needed to interpret the evidence revealed by  the cardiac
monitor; and th ird , the d iscrim inating  judgment to decide
33
on appropriate and possibly  l ife s a v in g  action . "
Findings. S ig n ific a n tly  more o f the nurses f e l t  the need 
for personal judgment skills  were unchanged (z = 4 .1 2 ,
P = <^.001). Of the twenty-two nurses who changed their r e ­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first  survey , sixteen  fe lt  the need was de­
creased (x2 = 2 .22 , p = <<10). Although th is  is  not a 
significant change i t  does in d icate  a trend in  the change 
in the responses o f  the nurses on the second survey in
32Hildegard E . Peplau, op . c i t . , p. 4 7 .
33Rose A . P inneo , 0£. c i t . , p . 76.
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comparison to the f i r s t  survey.
statement 9. Nurses involvement in total patient  care w i l l  
be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
The philosophy of the ho sp ital consultant for the
design of the new ho spital states that an environment must
be provided which makes possible prompt, e f f ic ie n t  and ef-
34
fective total p atien t  care.
Findings. S ig n ifican tly  more of the nurses f e l t  involve­
ment in total p a tien t  care was increased (z = 4 .1 2 ,  
p = < ^001). Of the twenty-nine nurses who changed their 
responses to this statement on the second survey in com­
parison to the f i r s t  survey, nineteen felt involvement in 
total patient care was decreased (X2 = 2 .7 9 , p 
The changes in the responses indicate  a trend toward de­
creased involvement in  total patient care by nurses.
Statement 11. Nurses need for human relations skills w il l  
be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Many nurse-observers believe mechanization w ill  greatly 
increase anonymity, coldness, and distance as charac­
teristics of the climate of hospitals . They believe 
new forms of ensuring privacy, personalization, close­
ness, and warm human interest must be considered and
Gordon A . Friesen, A ssociates , op. e x t .
34
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"built into" professional nurse behavior through im­
proved nursing education . 35
Only people can h e lp  the patient develop capacities  for 
more human interpersonal relationships  and the nurse must 
be able to assist the  patient learn  from h is  illness- 
treatment experience. The impact of nurses on patients 
lies in the nurses a b il it y  to creatively  handle interper­
sonal relationships and also to h e lp  the patient  to do the 
same.
Findings. S ig n ifican tly  more of the nurses f e l t  the need 
for human relations sk ills  was increased (z = 6 .2 7 ,  
p = <^001). Of the twenty-one nurses who changed their r e ­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, eleven fe lt  the n u r s e s ' need for 
human relations s k i l l s  was decreased. This was not a 
significant change.
statement 19. The need for head nurses and team leaders to 
possess decision making a b il it ie s  w il l  be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
The effect o f  automation on management has been 
widely studied. "L ea v itt  and W hisler foresee information 
technology leading to radical changes in administrative
35Hildegard E . Peplau, o£. c i t . > P- 46 .
practices." A British study analyzed such things as the 
number, nature, and organizational level of management de­
cisions and the nature of cooperation and control at d if­
ferent levels of technology and organization. They found,
first, that the pattern of communication was determined 
by technological demands. They discovered, also, that 
technological progress caused the number of unmeasur­
able and uncontrollable variables to decline, leading 
to an increasing rationalization and hence, accuracy of 
decision making processes. 37
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need
for head nurses and team leaders to possess decision making
abilities was increased (z = 6 .2 7 , p *= <^001) . Of the
twenty-six nurses who changed their responses to this s
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first
survey, twelve felt the need was decreased. This was not a
significant change.
Statement 65. The need for clinical nurse specialists to 
work in an automated hospital w ill  be increased, unchanged, 
or decreased.
It has been generally recognized that nurses working 
in such areas as coronary care units, intensive care units,
the kidney dializing and artificial kidney care units are
I
106
36
Walter Buckingham, o£. c it ., p. 55.
37
Ibicl m 1 59»
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one of the most important factors in  saving the lives of
their patients because of these nurses' special skills and
knowledge and of the quality of the nursing care needed in
such highly specialized  areas of medicine. Nurse educators
have felt that there is  a need for clinical specialists in
nursing who have educational preparation at the graduate
38
level in certain areas of patient care. It  was believed 
by the investigator that there would be an increased need 
for clinical nurse specialists  in  an automated hospital. 
Findings. S ign ifican tly  more of the nurses fe lt  the need 
for clinical nurse specialists  to work in an automated hos­
pital was unchanged (z = 6 .2 7 , p = <^T001) . Of the thirty- 
three nurses who changed their responses to this  statement 
on the second survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey#
on the need for nurses to possess increased s k ills  in human 
relations and increased technical knowledge indicated that
twenty-three changed toward decreased 
This was a s ignificant  change.
Summary
The responses of the nurses to the five  statements
38Rose Pinneo. op. c i t . . PP- ’ 6-79; Carol w. Trusk, 
2E* c it . . pp. 81-85.
significantly  more o f  the nurses f e l t  involvement in total 
patient care was in c r e a se d , nurses need for human relations 
skills was increased, and the need for head nurses and team 
leaders to possess decision-m aking a b il it ie s  was increased 
(p = <^001). However, s ig n if ic a n t ly  more of the nurses 
felt the need for p erso n al judgment sk ills  was unchanged 
and the need for c l i n i c a l  nurse sp e c ia lis ts  to work in an 
automated hospital was unchanged (p = < ^ 0 0 1 ) . O f  the 220 
responses which were changed on the second survey in com­
parison to the f ir s t  survey, 132 were toward decreased and 
eighty-eight were toward increased . There were trends 
toward decreased at the  < ^10  level o f  s ig n ifica n ce  to 
statements eight and n in e . There was a s ig n ific a n t  change 
in the responses to statement sixty- five  (p = < ^ 0 1 ) . The 
changes in the number o f  responses to statements eleven and 
nineteen were not s ig n if ic a n t . The null hypothesis was 
accepted.
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Hypothesis 7.
There will be no s ig n if ic a n t  change in the fee lin g s  of 
nurses about the e f f e c t  of automation on the jo b  satisfac ­
tion of nurses. (See Table X IV , p . 110)
It has been proven that many people are not prim ari­
ly seeking economic improvement as their ultim ate goal in  
their work s itu a tio n . Even the most uninformed about the 
salaries of p ro fessio nal nurses could  hardly state  that 
monetary gain is the primary m otivator of the nurse to 
work. People are m otivated by a complex of factors in ad­
dition to economic in cen tiv e , includ ing  a ltruism , prestige, 
leisure, ego g r a t if ic a t io n , and r e l ig io n . Appreciation for 
work well done, b e in g  in  the know, sympathetic help  with 
personal problems, and  job secu rity  have a l l  been  found to 
be more important than  money. Other factors which  motivate 
workers include in t e r e s t  in their  work, chance for improve­
ment and promotion, loyalty , and good working conditions 
are also highly v a lu e d . One of the principle sources of 
status is work. In  some of the ind ustrial s tu d ies , it was 
found that while automation improves the p hy sical working 
environment, it does not upgrade w orkers' s k i l l s .  Mechan­
ization caused many jobs to be routine  and uninteresting  
and this was a source of workers' d is s a t is fa c t io n . On the 
other hand, m echanization permits many of the most petty
110
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task* to be assumed by machines and has resulted in greater 
job satisfaction and job security for some workers. 39
Eight statements pertained to the feelings of the 
nurses about the effect of automation on job satisfactions 
12, 27, 34, 35, 41 . 50, 51, and 6 8 .
Statement 12. Nurses' feelings of on-the-job satisfaction 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Lipstreu and Reed reported in their study on work­
ers' morale that.
Morale deteriorated greatly in the area of job satis­
faction. Employees felt that after the change their 
supervisors were not supervising as w ell; they did not 
like their new work as w ell; they felt that their work 
was less important; and they felt much less secure in 
their jobs. . . . When planning automated transition, 
management should expect a sharp decline in employee 
morale level soon after the changeover.40
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt on-the-job
satisfaction was increased (z = 2 .77 , p « ^ 0 0 5 ) .  Of the
twenty-seven nurses who changed their responses to this
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first
survey, fourteen felt  on-the-job satisfaction was decreased.
This was not a significant change.
39Walter Buckingham, ofi. c i t ., pp. 97-99.
40
Lipstreu and Reed, ojj. c it . , pp. 41-50.
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cfatement 27.. The time available to the nurse to learn new 
nursing skills w il l  be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Pinneo reported that the nurses who worked in the 
coronary care unit were enthusiastic over the learning op­
portunities afforded them and that they seemed particularly 
challenged when caring for a patient who showed frequent
arrythmias or other complications requiring alertness and
41
quick action on their part.
In an editorial on machines in the hospital setting
in a recent nursing journal, Schutt made the following
statement; "For, hooked in with these machines seem to be
vast opportunities to extend nursing practice, knowledge,
42
and research."
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the time 
available to the nurse to learn new nursing skills was in­
creased (z = 3 .5 8 , p =<^.001). Of the twenty-six nurses 
who changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first  survey, seventeen felt 
the time available to the nurse to learn new nursing skills 
was decreased (X2 °* 2 .46, p = <^ . 10). Although this was an
4*Rose Pinneo, o£. c i t . « PP* 78» 79*
42Barbara G. Schutt, "Mastering the Mysteries," The 
American journal of Nursing, Vol. 65, Number 2 (March,
*965), p. 67.
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indication of a trend, it was not a significant change.
statement 34. The opportunities for professional advance­
ment will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
In the same editorial quoted above, the following
observation was made by the editor:
It's no wonder, then, that where such machines are 
being used most effectively, the prime requisite for 
nursing personnel is interest in giving direct nursing 
care. But these nurses must also be intelligent, in­
tellectually curious, highly responsible persons— the 
kind we have always wanted in any nursing situation . 43
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the oppor­
tunities for professional advancement were unchanged 
(z = 4.65, p = <J001) . Of the twenty-six nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the first  survey, ten felt the op­
portunities for professional advancement were increased.
This was not a significant change.
Statement 35. The professional nurses' satisfaction in 
giving patient care will be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
The philosophy of functional-flow design and having 
the supplies and equipment readily available for the 
nurses' use should have freed the professional nurse to
give more direct p a t ie n t  c are . Many nurses seem to fe e l  
that if they could  just  give p a t ie n t  care as they were 
trained to do, they  would be much happier w orking in 
nursing.
Findings. S ig n if ic a n t ly  more o f  the nurses f e l t  s a t is fa c ­
tion in giving p a t ie n t  care was increased (z  = 5 .1 9 ,  
p = <<001). O f the twenty-five nurse who changed their r e ­
sponses to this statement on the  second survey  in compari­
son to the f irs t  survey , fourteen  fe lt  p ro fessio n a l nu rses ' 
satisfaction in  g iv in g  patient care was decreased . This  
was not a s ig n if ic a n t  change.
.Statement 41 . N u rse s ' fatigue a t  the end o f  the day w i l l  
be increased, unchanged, or decreased .
The arch itectural  d esign  o f  the new b u ild in g  was 
planned to reduce the amount o f  walking of nursing  person­
nel. The a v a ila b il it y  of su p p lies  and equipment combined 
with the intercommunication system , the automated devices  
for delivery of a l l  m aterials needed for p a t ie n t  care, and  
the other concepts of functional flow design  should have 
decreased the n u r s e s ' fatigue  a t  the end o f  the working  
day. However, there  are other factors w hich  cause fa t ig u e . 
In industry it  has  been found th a t  lonesomeness and boredom  
as well as h o s t il it y  have re s u lte d  after a transitio n  to
114
automation. Workers' nervous tensions have been found to
be higher after automation. Others have been found to be
mentally stimulated to the point of undue fatigue which
could not be attributed to the actual physical activity in—
45
volved in the work process.
Findings. On the second survey , the nurses' responses were 
almost equally divided between the three possible answers. 
There was not a majority which was significant. Of the 
thirty-four nurses who changed their responses to this 
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, twenty-three felt nurses' fatigue was increased 
(X2 = 4.23, p = 05) . This was a significant change in 
the feelings of the nurses about the effect of automation 
on nurses' fatigue.
Statement 50. The need for nurses to develop self-motiva­
tion to learn and advance professionally w ill  be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
Peplau stated that "Automation will drastically 
change not only social life but also the nurse's profes­
sional life ."4^ Buckingham comments on the situation in
44Charles Walker, "Life in the Automatic Factory," 
Harvard Business Review (February, 1958), p. 112.
^Walter Buckingham, op. c i t . , p. 99.
46
Hildegard E. Peplau, op. c it . > p. 39.
44
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industry as fo llo w s :
Modern industrial management must rest on an increas­
ingly technical and rapidly changing body of knowledge 
deriving from physical sciences, mathematics, econom­
ics, behavioral sciences, and communication theory. 
Recent growth in the complexity of the firm 's external 
environment has caused an even greater need for upper 
and middle-level administrators to be more broadly
educated.47
Will nurses be among those who won't care what hap­
pens so long as they can earn? W ill some see advantages
and use these constructively or w ill they be among those
48
who resist all changes?
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
to develop self-motivation to learn and advance profession­
ally was increased (z = 4 .65 , p = <^001). Of the nineteen 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, twelve 
felt the need was decreased. This was not a significant 
change.
statement- 51. The opportunity for improvement of patient 
care by the nurse w ill  be increased, unchanged, or 
decreased.
Automation and mechanization have to be kept in
47
Walter Buckingham, op. c i t . , p. 64.
48
Hildegard E. Peplau, o£. cit.# p. 39.
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proper perspective in relation to giving patient care. Gee 
observed that:
No matter how sophisticated and ingenious, automatic 
devices can never replace the human relationship be­
tween the patient, the physician, and the nurse. At 
the same time, we can be sure that nursing functions 
will be replaced by machines whenever mechanization is 
economically feasible and technologically possible. 
Nevertheless, machines w ill  be subordinated to the 
numerous purely human requirements of the patient. 4 9
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the oppor­
tunity for improvement of patient care was increased 
(z = 10.39, p = <^T001) . Of the twenty nurses who changed 
their responses to this statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the first survey, twelve felt the opportunity 
for improvement of patient care was decreased. This was 
not a significant change.
Statement 68 . Feelings of insecurity on the part of some 
nurses will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Reactions to change vary with the individual. There 
were many changes in policies, procedures and general nurs­
ing duties in the new automated hospital. Lipstreu and 
Reed stated that the attitudes of female employees fell to 
a lower level than that of the male employees in their
49
David A. Gee, o£. c it . , p. 42.
study on the transition to automation. 50 They also found 
that an apparent lack of empathy or apparent concern for 
employees during the change period prolonged the period of 
low morale of employees and that employees were extremely 
sensitive during the period of change. 51
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt insecurity 
on the part of some nurses was increased (z = 3.31, 
p = <<001). Of the thirty-six nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, twenty felt insecurity on the part 
of some nurses was decreased. This was not a significant 
change.
Summary
The nurses' responses to the eight statements per­
taining to the effect of automation on job satisfaction 
indicated that significantly more of the nurses felt job 
satisfaction was increased, the time available to the nurse 
to learn new nursing skills was increased, satisfaction in 
giving patient care was increased, the need to develop 
self-motivation to learn and advance professionally was
5^Lipstreu and Reed, op. c i t . , p. 50.
increased, the opportunity for improvement of patient care 
was increased, and that feelings of insecurity on the part 
of some nurses was increased (p = <^Toi - <^0 0 1 ) . S ignifi­
cantly more of the nurses felt the opportunity for profes­
sional advancement was unchanged (p = <^001) . There was a 
significant change in the feelings of the nurses about the 
effect of automation on fatigue toward increased (X^ =4 .23 , 
p = <^05). Of the 247 changes in the responses to these 
eight statements on the second survey in comparison to the 
first survey, 148 were toward decreased and ninety-seven 
toward increased. There was a trend toward decreased in 
the number of responses to statement twenty-seven. There 
was not a significant change in the number of responses to 
six of the eight statements. The null hypothesis was 
accepted.
119
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Hypothesis 8.
There will be no significant change in the feelings of 
nurses about the need for nurses to possess increased tech­
nical knowledge and skill or to be more professionally com­
petent to work in an automated hospital. (see Table XV, 
p. 121.)
Buckingham has written extensively on the effects of 
automation on the worker and on management practices in 
industry. Many of the advantages are often offset by d is­
advantages. The decline of physical hazards, for instance, 
could be offset by greater emotional hazards. One of the 
problems in the factory has been the lonesomeness of the 
worker who has been isolated from fellow workers and the 
boredom due to certain work processes becoming highly 
routine and boring. Man-machine relationships are changed 
and workers often feel they no longer control the machines 
hut that the machines control them. Others feel there is 
less need for the dir skills and they have a loss of status 
because a completely inexperienced worker can be trained 
for some jobs in as little as thirty minutes. Many of the 
roost highly specialized workers never use more than a tiny 
fraction of their abilities . 52 Five statements pertained 
to how the nurses felt about the effect of automation on
I
52
Walter Buckingham, oja. c it . , pp. 49-100.
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, . . with machines" and that supervisory emphasis shifted
54
from employees to process.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt that the 
tendency to shift supervisory emphasis from patient care to 
the process and mechanics was increased (z = 3 .58 , 
p = <^ .001). Of the twenty-seven nurses who changed their 
responses on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, twenty-six felt  the tendency to shift  supervisory 
emphasis was increased (X2 = 2 5 .0 3 , p = <^001) . This was a 
significant change.
Statement 5.. The need for more technically educated nurs­
ing staff to operate monitors, mechanical devices and equip­
ment will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
In a recent article on the use of such devices,
Imboden and Wynn made several observations concerning the
technical skills needed by nurses working in a coronary
care unit.
The cardiac monitoring machines do not replace nurses.
• . . No degree of excellence of architectural design 
or sophistication of equipment can supplant a well- 
prepared, competent nursing staff. . . . Electronic 
equipment is no substitute for a nurse. . . . Nurses 
must be familiar with, and skilled in the use of, such 
electronic equipment as the ECG monitor, pacemaker, de­
fibrillator, and other equipment used in the unit be­
fore they assume responsibility for patient care. . . .
540tis Lipstreu and Kenneth Reed, o£. cit-* P- 110*
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Cognizant that the machines can only be used effective­
ly when nursing staff are knowledgeable and skillful.
, . . the professional nurse working in the coronary 
care unit has an opportunity to give nursing care that 
combines advanced knowledge of the use of electronics 
in patient care with all the advantages of expert per­
sonalized bedside nursing . 55
Although this type of equipment is used primarily in the
Intensive Care unit at Mercy Hospital and the majority of
the professional nurses who participated in the study
worked on the general nursing floors, it was felt by the
investigator that this statement was pertinent to the
study.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the need 
for a more technically educated nursing staff  to operate 
monitors, mechanical devices, and equipment was increased 
(z * 8.15, p = <^001) . Of the sixteen nurses who changed 
their responses to this statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the first  survey, eleven felt the need for a 
more technically educated nursing staff was decreased.
This was not a significant change.
§£atejaervt 1. Machine tending jobs will be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
Blumberg and Drew made this interesting observation;
^Clarence A . Imbodon, J r . and Jane
Coronary care Unit, ” The Americaji Journal 9.------ 2-'
65> No. 2 (March, 1 965 ), PP- 7 2 -7 6 .
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«One cannot build a paper work machine or a direct patient
56
care or indirect patient care machine." But nurses must
help determine whether they should be trained to maintain
the equipment in an automated hospital or whether they w ill
keep the mission of nursing clearly  in mind which is to
"ensure the patient's  right to learn more about himself and
his world as a result of a time-limited, needful relation-
57
ship with a professional nurse ."
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt machine 
tending jobs were increased (z = 9 .49 , p — < .^ 001). Of the 
eleven who changed their response to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, eight felt 
machine tending jobs were decreased (X2 = 2 .2 7 ,  p =<^ClO). 
Although this was not a significant change, it  does indi­
cate a trend toward decreased feelings of the nurses about 
the effect of automation on machine tending jobs.
Statement ]£. Peelings of strain or tension while working 
with mechanical devices# monitors# pacemakers# etc.# wi 
he increased, unchanged, or decreased.
W k  S. Blumberg an d  J a c q u e l in e  1Drew. | S S D O i £
Eassibilltv of Automating Selected g g u a a l
R e p o r t ,  i e n l o  Park. California : Stanford Re
8earch Institute (M a rc h , 1961) / P* 40.
"^Hildegard E. Peplau, o£. ci£..« P* 43.
Lipstreu and Reed found in their study that "workers 
in the more highly automated areas did feel a great deal 
more nervous tension on the job after the change . " 58 How­
ever# reports from other studies do not generally support
this hypothesis and Lipstreu and Reed agreed that the de-
5 9
gree of tension diminished with experience.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses supported that 
feelings of strain or tension while working with mechanical 
devices, monitors, pacemakers, etc . were increased 
(z = 3.58, p = <<001) . Of the twenty-seven nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey, fifteen  felt that 
strain or tension was decreased. This was not a signifi­
cant change.
Summary
Significantly more of the nurses' responses to the 
five statements on the effect of automation on the need for 
nurses to be more professionally competent and to possess a 
greater degree of technical s k ill  to work in an automated
126
"^Lipstreu and Reed, o£>. cit. , p. 104.
59 ,  .
hospital was increased (p = < ^ 0 0 1 ). Of the ninety-six re ­
sponses which were changed on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, fifty-two were toward increased 
and forty-four were changed toward decreased. The re­
sponses of the nurses to two of the statements indicated 
trends but were not at a <<05 level of significance.
Statement three, "the tendency to shift supervisory empha­
sis from patient care to the process and mechanics," indi­
cated the trend was toward increased (p =<^110). Statement 
seven, "machine tending jo bs ," was toward decreased 
(p = <^10). The changes in the responses to the five 
statements pertaining to the effect  of automation on the 
need for nurses to be more professionally competent and to 
possess a greater degree of technical skill to work in an 
automated hospital were not at a <^05 level of signifi­
cance. The null hypothesis was accepted.
127
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Hypothesis 9
There will be no s ig n i f i c a n t  change  in  the fe e lin g s  of  
nurses about the e f f e c t  of autom ation  on the amount of non­
nursing duties o f p r o fe s s io n a l  n u r se s . (See  Table X V I , p . 
129.)
The sk ills  o f  the p r o fe s s io n a l  nurse are  often d i ­
luted with functions  and d u t ie s  that  could b e  performed 
less frequently and  by  less s k i l l e d  p e rso n n e l . S k ills  are  
further diluted b y  the time l o s t  in  w a it in g  for  necessary  
supplies, m aterials and equipm ent. Webb in  a recent a r t i ­
cle presented one h o s p i t a l 's  approach  to s a v in g  nurses a 
great deal of paper work and o f  ordering  and r e q u is it io n in g  
drugs. At the same time he a s k e d  some p e r t in e n t  questions  
concerning the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  other  departm ents rendering  
greater services to  the h o s p i t a l ,  s t a ff , and  patients as a 
whole and, at the same time, r e d u c in g  the w ork  load and 
frustrations w h ich  burden  so many nurses . Webb goes on 
further in making o bservatio ns  about this  asp e c t  of nu rsing
duties as follows s
After all, if  the nurse is to function effectively, she
must have an adequate  le v e l  o f  s u p p lies . Bu e
she must devote to the o r d e r in g  and m aintenanee o f the
Proper inventory  of su p p lie s  must be e deoart-
time available  for  d ire c t  n u rsin g  care . sto re s ,
ments such as pharmacy, c e n t r a l  supply* ge  ution*
and linen s e r v ic e  could make an im portant c o n t n b u
129
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simply by relieving  the nurse of the time-consuming 
business of processing supply requisitions . 60
The philosophy of design of the new Mercy Hospital, 
Denver. Colorado, incorporated many concepts to relieve 
nurses of non-nursing duties. Seven statements pertained 
to the feelings of the nurses about the e ffect  of automa­
tion on the amount of non-nursing tasks of the professional 
nurses: 24, 39, 4 5 , 48, 52, 59 , and 61.
Statement 24. Non-nursing duties  assigned to professional 
nurses will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
In the description of the automation and the changes 
in the work environment given in Chapter I ,  a complete out­
line of the devices and the new approaches which were im­
plemented to relieve the nurse of all non-nursing tasks was 
given.
findings, significantly more of the nurses felt non­
nursing duties assigned to professional nurses were de­
creased (z = 4 .9 2 ,  p = < < 0 0 1 ) .  Of the twenty-seven nurses 
who changed their responses to this statement on the sec 
survey incomparison to the f ir s t  survey, sixteen felt non­
nursing duties were increased. This was not a signifi
130
60Joh„ W. Webb. "M osaics." S i
tesing. vol. 65, No. 1 (January, 1965), p.
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change.
Statement 39. The professional nurses' opportunities to do 
the things she best likes to do w ill  be increased, un­
changed, or decreased.
There has been a great deal of discussion among 
nursing personnel about the nurse being so busy with "paper 
work" and other ward management duties that she no longer 
has the opportunity to give patient care or develop inter­
personal relationships with the patients because of a lack 
of time to spend in giving bedside nursing care. Others 
have questioned if  the professional nurse wants to give pa­
tient care. The concept of design and the installation of 
automated and mechanical devices at the new Mercy Hospital, 
Denver, was to assure the nurse being relieved of all tasks 
not directly connected with patient care.
F.indinas. Significantly more of the nurses felt  the pro­
fessional nurses' opportunities to do the things she best 
likes to do was increased (z = 1 .9 7 , p — ^ ^ 0 2 5 ) . Of the 
twenty-three nurses who changed their responses to this 
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first 
survey, ten felt the opportunities to do the things she 
best likes to do was decreased. This was not a significant
change.
132
gtatemeijt 45. Professional nurses' responsibility for ward 
management duties w i l l  be increased, unchanged, or
decreased.
Blumberg in  reporting on the needs and prospects for 
hospital autom ation identified that nursing activities com­
prise the largest and most important category which should
lend itself to improvement due to the effects of
61
automation.
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt  responsi­
bility for ward management duties was decreased (z = 1 .7 0 , 
p = <f05). Of the thirty-five nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, nineteen felt nurses' responsibil­
ity for ward management duties was increased. This was not 
a significant change.
Statement 48. Time spent by professional nurses making out 
requisitions for supplies w ill  be increased, unchanged, or
decreased.
'Whitaker made the following comment about one of the 
problems facing nurses as they seek to improve patient c 
and give better service to the patient: "Increasingly, the 
nurse is having d ifficu lty  in keeping in balance those 
functions which center on the patient 's  needs and those
61Mark s. Blumberg, op. cit-* P* 43 *
which contribute to keeping the hospital going as a smooth-
62
ly running organization, "
Mildred Montag stated "Those responsible for nursing
services will have to find ways and means of organization
6 3
that will permit n u r s e s  to n u r s e . "
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt time spent 
by professional nurses making out requisitions for supplies 
was decreased (z *  7 .3 4 , p = <T001) . Of the twenty-one 
nurses who changed their responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, sixteen 
felt time making out requisitions was increased. This was 
not a significant change.
Statement 52. The number of conflicts between nurses' pro­
fessional values and the duties assigned to them will be 
increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Marjorie M. Howard, ch ief, Education and Training 
division (Nursing) , V e te ra n s  A d m in is t r a t io n , i n  a talk b e ­
fore NLN's Department of H o s p i t a l  Nursing "B l u e p r in t  for 
Action1' conference, Philadelphia, made th e  following
133
62Judith W h it a k e r ,  "N u r s i n g  Seeks R o a d s  to  B etter  
Service,1' The M o dern  H o s p i t a l , V o l .  101, N o . 3 (Septem ber, 
l963)» PP. 149-151.
63Mildred M o n ta g , com m unity  C o lle g e  Education l2£-
SaSSiflg., New York: M cG raw - H ill B ook  Company, Inc. (195 J, 
D.
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interesting comment on automations
As automation in  patient care becomes more realistic, 
such care can be either more personalized or more de­
personalized. The direction it will take will be 
strongly influenced by the way nursing staff are in­
troduced to automation by those in supervisory and 
teaching p o sitio n s .64
Porter asked this question: "Will the development
of automated techniques give reasonable consideration to
both the patient and the nursing unit staff needs rather
65
than just the 'task ' being automated?"
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt  the number 
of conflicts between nurses' professional values and the 
duties assigned to them were decreased (z = 2 .7 7 , p =
^005). Of the twenty-six nurses who changed their re­
sponses to this statement on the second survey in compari­
son to the first survey, sixteen felt the number of con­
flicts between professional values and duties assigned to 
Professional nurses were increased. This was not a s ign if­
icant change.
64Marjo r ie  M. H o w ard , " B l u e p r i n t  fo r  A=tio" ' "  
National League for N u r s in g . 10 Colum bus C i r c l e ,  New Y o r k , 
New York (1962).
“ "Technical In n o v a t io n s  in H e a lt h  C a r e :  Nursing 
^P lic atio n s ," A p p e n d ix  1. American N urses  A s s o c i a t i o n ,  
York 19, New York (1962) . p .  49.
statement 59 . The amount of "paper work" will be increased, 
unchanged, or decreased.
Gee commented that:
During recent years, several engineering studies have 
attempted to pinpoint how the nurse spends her time. 
Most of these studies have had different results be­
cause of the differences in local practice and the base 
staff being used. But a ll  have concluded that nurses 
spend too much time doing paper work, running errands, 
and performing administrative duties ."66
Findings. Significantly more of the nurses felt the amount
of paper work was decreased (z = 3.85, p •  <^001). Of the
twenty-eight nurses who changed their responses to this
statement on the second survey in comparison to the first
survey, nineteen felt paper work was increased (X2 » 4 .5 4 ,
61. Professional nurses' involvement in serving 
patients' food w ill be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Dietary personnel were responsible for removing the 
food trays from the Treyveyor and placing them on the carts 
for delivery to the patients* rooms. Nursing service per­
sonnel were to pick up the soiled trays and place them on 
the wheeled carts. Non-nursing personnel were responsible 
for returning the trays to the kitchen via the reversed 
Treyveyor system. The intercommunication system from each
p » . This was a significant change.
66David A. Gee, 0£. c i t . . P* 45.
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•Ctly to the food service 
W e  im prove th.  nurM>.
* mmunication with
department .bout . .  ” ith the diet“ *
Z I Z  items or cMB9es in -  — •® =*„tly -ore o£ the nurses £elt that pro_ 
fessronal « . . .  invoXv« nt with ^
w a s  u n c h a n g e d  in  the automated hospital (z = 2 . 7 7 ,
P = <7005) . O f the twenty-three nurses who changed their 
r e s p o n s e s  t o  th is  statement on the second survey in com­
p a r i s o n  to th®  first survey, thirteen of the nurses felt 
in v o l v e m e n t  with serving patients' food was decreased.
T h i s  w a s  n o t  s  significant change.
Summary
The n u r e e e ' responses to  the seven statements a t ­
t a i n i n g  to  t h e  f e e l in g s  of the nurses about the effect of 
,  t l o n  o n  t h e  amount of non-nursing tasfcs assigned to
.  n. 1  nurses Inaioatea that s i g n i f ic a n t * - . 
the profes . ^  dytles assignea to profes-
o f  t h e  n u r s e .  . . . p o n . i . U l t ,  for -
......................  decrea s e a . time spent W  p r o f e s . ^
m a n a g e m e n t  a u t i «  « •  w a s  decreasea.
nurses making - - - - ^ ^ . ^ f e s s i o a a i v a i u e s
t h e  num ber o f  c o n f l i c t s  ^  de « e a s e d . and the
amount of
p*P *r work" w*.
was decreased ( p * / 'a *  /
Sign ificantly  more of th. ^  ~ <£001) *
the n u r s e s  f e l t  tho 
+--k q  - o ppo rtunity  for
ro e s a lonai nur.. to do the things she best i ikes to 
incr«as«<) in  an automated hospital (P = <To25). 
Significantly  » o r .  of the nurses felt that professional 
nurses' involv«m.nt with serving patients' food was un- 
c h a n g e d  (p« ^ ^ 0 0  >) , of the 182 responses of the nurses 
w h i c h  w ere  chunq© d on the second survey in comparison to 
t h e  f i r s t  s u r v e y , 106 were changed toward increased and 
s e v e n t y - s ix  w oro  changed toward decreased. The change in 
d i r e c t i o n  w as  s ig n i f ic a n t  to only statement 59 , "the amount 
o f  'p a p e r  w o r k , * "  which was toward increased (X2 = 4 .5 4 ,  
p = -105). tbm changes in the resp o n ses  to the other six
.  - l a n l f i c a n t .  The n u ll  h y p o th e sis  was
statements w#r# no 
accepted.
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There w il l  be no
n u r s e s  about leant chancre in ^  ^
Automation looms on th#. k «  •
horizon as one possible
solution  to aotrvo o t »k. .LU, , ,
he problems of supply and demand of
h ealth  fisld  vorkers. The po.aibility of automation may 
w e ll  precipitate  questions in the minds of nurses, one of 
which might be* what effect will automation have upon her 
and her co-workers? Peplau asks, "Will nurses change?" 
She comments further on this aspect of the effect of auto­
mation on nurses•
N u r s e s  a r e  p e o p l e .  Their fam ilies , friends, husbands, 
Nurses e r e  ”  ^ w ill be in and out
c h i l d r e n ,  n e iq h b o r s , and the l i  ' fessionai
o f  t h e  c h a n g i n g  U  ses to gain more intel-
n u r s i n g  e d u c a t i o n  in *b  they w i U  resp0nd to
l e c t u a  1-ana lytical comps ding changes in
subtle socisl b e S v io r  m anifestations,
t h e m s e lv e s - - in  th e ir
feelin g s .
M ichael obssrved
change*
to their 
of
has
, n the s o c ia l  system so
Cybernation
vast and »  L  that it liability
system *-
o f  our way of
„  peplau, 2 E- 
6 7Hiidegsr<J * •
p. 48.
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chance to survive at a l l , we shall need far more under­
standing of the consequences of cybernation.^®
Buckingham states that, "Automation may reduce the
interaction among workers both by reducing their numbers
and by increasing the distance between their work p la ces ."^
Lipstreu and Reed noted that "Morale w ill  fall most
quickly and precipitately  among employees who lose their
old departmental identity and/or suffer the greatest dis-
70
ruption of their informal group relationships ."
Seven statements pertained to the effect  of automa­
tion on social interaction between nurses: 4 , 15, 17, 18,
21, 29, and 31.
Statement 4. Interdependence of nurses working at the same 
level w ill be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
Lipstreu and Reed found that,
Due to the high  degree of integration between process­
es, it follows that a greater amount of cooperation is 
required at the foreman level. . . . There seems l i t ­
tle question but that supervisor interdependency is 
increased under more highly automated conditions.^-*-
Findings. The professional nurses divided their responses
68Donald N. Michael, o£. c i t . , pp. 13, 14.
69
Walter Buckingham, o£. c i t . ,  p. 50.
700tis Lipstreu and Kenneth Reed, oja. c i t . ,  p. 50. 
71 Ib id . , p . 43 .
to this statement almost equally between the three possible 
answers. There was not a significant  majority of responses 
to the statement. Of the twenty-eight nurses who changed 
their responses to this statement on the second survey in 
comparison to the f ir st  survey, seventeen fe lt  interde­
pendence of nurses working at same level was decreased.
This was not a significant change.
Statement 15. The nurses' isolation  from her peers w ill  be 
increased, unchanged, or decreased.
In a study reported by Walker, it was found that, 
"workers complained that they fe lt  rather keenly the physi­
cal isolation and stressed the fact that they were neither
able nor so free to talk and v is it  together as in the old 
72
m ills. "
Lipstreu and Reed found that " interviews with machine
monitors indicate isolation has removed one of the more re-
73
warding factors of work——social interaction on the job. 
Nurses faced with  a number of monitoring devices of 
patients’ physiological body functions and automated and 
mechanized equipment in the work environment may be
^ C h a r l e s  W a l k e r ,  QP* £_it. , p. 41.
141
^ O t i s  Lipstreu  and Kenneth Reed, oja. c i t . , p. 64.
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confronted with some of these same problems in  the hospital. 
ZiOSliOSiL* S ig n ific a n tly  more o f  the nurses fe lt  isolation 
from their peers was increased (z = 3 .0 4 , p = ^ 001 ) .  O f 
the thirty nurses who changed their  responses to this 
statement on the second survey in  comparison to the fir st  
survey, twenty f e l t  isolation  was increased (X2 = 3 .33 ,
P - <^10) . Although the trend was not s ig n ifica n t  at the 
<(^05 level, it  was an indication  of a change in  the nurses' 
feelings about the effect  of automation on feelings of 
isolation from other nurses.
Statement 17 . The prevalence of informal nurse cliques 
w ill be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
One of the problems in management has been the 
prevalence of c liq u e s  in the informal organization struc­
ture of a company. It  was found in the study by Lipstreu 
and Reed that the opportunities for any amount of social 
interaction on the job had been drastically  reduced. The 
entire work schedule and work assignments had been modified 
to a certain e x ten t , producing a different composition of
74
coffee klatches and some luncheon groups.
Findings. There were not a s ig n ifica n t  number of nurses
74Ibid.
who felt that the prevalence of informal nurse cliques was 
affected by automation in the h o sp ital . Of the thirty-one 
nurses who changed th e ir  responses to this statement on the 
second survey in comparison to the first  survey, twenty 
felt the prevalence o f  informal nurse cliques was decreased 
(X2 = 2 .6 1 , p = <^10) . Although this trend is  not s ig n if i ­
cant at the <^05 le v e l , it does indicate a change in the 
feelings of the nurses  about the effect  of automation on 
informal nurse c liq u e s  in the h o sp ital .
Statement 18 . M orale problems due to isolation  w ill  be in ­
creased, unchanged, or decreased.
Buckingham  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  a t  le a st  one B r i t i s h  u n io n  
has a lr e a d y  ask ed  f o r  "lonesom e p a y . "  S o l i t a r y  confinem ent 
is one o f  the m ost d r e a d e d  form s o f  p u n ish m en t . Many 
people become h i g h l y  e r r a t ic  u n l e s s  they a re  k e p t  in  con ­
stant co n tact  w i t h  o t h e r s . R e l a t e d  to lonesom eness is 
boredom. This i s  n o t  p e c u l ia r  t o  autom ation  b u t  is  perhaps  
more t y p ic a l  o f  c o n v e n t io n a l  m e c h a n iz a t io n , b u t  some o p e r a ­
tive jo b s  under a u to m a t io n  may b e  h ig h ly  r o u t in e  and 
b o r i n g .7 ^
Findings. There were not s ig n ific a n tly  more nurses who
143
75walter Buckingham, op. c i t . , p. 89.
*
felt that morale problems due to Isolation were changed by 
automation in the ho sp ital, of the twenty—nine nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second sur­
vey in comparison to the first survey, sixteen felt morale 
problems due to isolatio n  were decreased. This was not a 
significant change.
Statement 21 . P h y s ic a l  i s o l a t io n  o f  nurses from  other h o s ­
pital personnel w i l l  be  in c r e a s e d , unchanged , or d ecrea sed .
The design o f  the hospital combined w ith  the auto­
mated and mechanized devices which delivered a l l  supplies, 
equipment and m aterials to the nursing units, contributed 
to the physical isolatio n  of the nurses from other hospital 
personnel.
Findings. S ign ifican tly  more of the nurses fe lt  physical 
isolation of the nurses from other hospital personnel was 
increased (z = 5 .4 6 ,  p = < .001) . Of the thirty  nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey, fifteen  felt 
isolation was decreased and fifte e n  felt isolation  was 
increased. There was no significant change in  the direc­
tion of change.
Statement 29. so c ia lizing  with other nurses on the job 
will be increased, unchanged, or decreased.
144
Because of the design of the building , the team 
nursing care approach which div ided  each nursing floor into 
four teams with the possible causes of fourteen patients 
per team, and the master communication system which allowed 
verbal contact but not face-to-face communication as fre ­
quently with co-workers, it was believed that there would 
be decreased s o c ia liz in g  with others on the job.
Findings. S ig n ifican tly  more of the nurses fe lt  that 
socializing with other nurses on the job was decreased 
(z = 2 .5 0 , p = < ^01) . Of the twenty-nine nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey, fourteen felt 
socializing with other nurses was increased. This was not 
a significant change.
Statement 3 1 . The  tim e to t a l k  to  other n u r s e s  about p a ­
tie n t  care problem s w i l l  be in c r e a s e d , u n ch an g ed , or 
decreased .
Relieving the nurses of many tasks involved in the 
ordering and handling  of supplies and the equipment to give 
patient care combined with the other concepts of functional 
flow design should have freed the nurses to be able to dis- 
cuss and plan p atien t  care with co-workers.
F in d in g s , s i g n i f i c a n t l y  more o f  the nurses f e l t  the time 
to t a lk  to  other n u r s e s  about p a t ie n t  care problem s was
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increased (z ** 1 . 7 0 ,  p =» <^05) . o f  the thirty nurses who 
changed their responses to this statement on the second 
survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey, eighteen felt the 
time to talk to other nurses about patient care problems 
was decreased. This was not a significant change.
Summary
The responses of the nurses to the seven statements 
pertaining to the e ffe c t  of automation on social interac­
tion between nurses indicated that significantly  more of 
the nurses felt iso latio n  from peers was increased, physi­
cal isolation from other hospital personnel was increased, 
and that the time to talk to other nurses about patient 
care problems was increased. The responses of the nurses 
to statements 4 , 17 , and 18 indicated that the nurses felt  
the effect of automation on interdependence of nurses work­
ing at the same le v e l , the prevalence of informal nurse 
cliques and morale problems due to isolation were unchanged 
due to the effect o f  automation in  the hospital. Of the 
206 responses of the nurses which were changed on the 
second survey in comparison to the first survey, ninety-six 
were changed toward increased and 110 were changed toward 
decreased. The responses to statements 15 and 17 indicated
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a trend in d irection  at a <^10 level of s ignificance . The 
other five statements did not indicate  a s ign ificant  change 
in the feelings of the nurses about the e ffec t  of automa­
tion on social interaction  between nurses. The null 
hypothesis was accepted .
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the S tu d y ;
The purpose of the study was to identify the feelings of a 
group of professional nurses about the effect  of automation 
in the hospital setting  prior to and following the move 
from an old, trad itio n al hospital to a new, relatively 
highly automated ho sp ital. The specific aim of the study 
was to ascertain i f  the feelings of the professional nurses 
toward automation in  the hospital changed after  a period of 
experience working in a relatively  automated hospital.
T'he data were analyzed to identify the feelings of 
the nurses in re la t io n  tor (1) selected areas of nursing 
activities, (2) the work environment, (3) the patient, the 
nurse, and the h o sp ital administration, and (4) to identify 
the change, if  any , in the feelings  of the nurses about the
effect of automation in the ho spital.
The method used for this  study was the normative- 
survey or descriptive  method. A single group which served 
as its own control was chosen for the "before-after" design
of the study.
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Of the 120 professional nurses employed at Mercy 
H o s p i t a l ,  Denver, Colorado, sixty-two nurses participated  
in b o t h  phases o f  the study.
An instrument was devised to identify  the feelings  
of the nurses about the e ffe ct  of automation in the hospi­
tal. The sixty-eight statements were placed in ten cate­
gories. These w ere : (1) feelings  about the effect of 
automation on the need for in it ia l  and on-going inservice  
education, (2) feelings about the effect o f automation on 
the work environment, (3) feelings  about the effect of 
automation on supervisory resp onsib ilities  and on staffing  
needs within the hospital, (4) feelings about the effect  of 
automation on communication w ith in  the hospital, (5) fe e l ­
ings about the e ffe c t  of automation on the improvement of 
patient care, (6) feelings about the e ffect  of automation 
on the need for nurses to possess increased skills in human 
relations and increased c l in ic a l  knowledge in nursing, (7) 
feelings about the effect of automation on the need for 
nurses to possess increased technical s k ills  and profes­
sional competence, (8) feelings about the effect of automa­
tion on job satisfaction  of nurses, (9) feelings about the 
effect of automation on the amount of non-nursing tasks as­
signed to the professional nurse, and (10) feelings about
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the effect of automation on social interaction between 
nurses.
The first  survey was completed prior to the move 
from the old hospital for the purpose of identifying the 
feelings of the nurses about automation before having had 
any experience working with the automated and mechanized 
devices in the new hospital. The second survey was com­
pleted four months after the move into the new hospital.
The same survey form was used for both surveys for the 
purpose of (1) identifying the feelings of the nurses about 
the effect of automation after a period of experience work­
ing with the automated and mechanized devices and (2) 
identifying the change# if  any# in the feelings of the 
nurses about the effect of automation in the hospital.
The sixty-two forms from the first  survey and the 
sixty-two forms from the second survey were the sources of
data for this study.
The analysis of the descriptive information concern­
ing the participants indicated that the majority# twenty- 
six, were in the age group between twenty to twenty-nine# 
sixteen were between thirty and thirty-nine# eight were be­
tween forty and forty-nine, and twelve were over f ifty .
All levels of nursing service were represented by the
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participants w ith  the m ajority  being general duty s t a ff  
nurses. Twelve were head nurses and twelve were in nursing 
service of nursing  education adm in istratio n .
Educational preparation of the participants  ranged 
from one nurse who was a graduate of an associate  degree 
program to seven w ith  a m a s te r 's  degree in  nursing. Eleven 
of the nurses had  b ac h e lo r 's  degrees in  nursing obtained 
post-diploma programs in n u rsin g , four were graduates from 
collegiate programs with bachelor of sc ience  in nursing 
degrees, but the m ajority, thirty- nine, were graduates of 
diploma schools of nursing. None of the nurses had a
doctor's degree.
The m ajority  of the nurses had been  employed in  
nursing over ten  years. 3 3 .9  per cent o f the nurses had 
been working for  over ten y e a r s , 27 .4  per cent had worked 
from two to f iv e  years, 2 5 .8  per cent had been employed 
from five to ten  years, and 1 2 .9  per cent had been working 
for less than two years. I t  was found that 7 7 .4  per cent 
of the nurses had been employed at Mercy Hospital, Denver 
for less than f iv e  years. Only  2 2 .6  per cent had been em­
ployed from one to three y ea rs , 2 0 .9  per cent from three to 
five years, 8 . 1  per cent had worked at th is  hospital from 
six months to one year, and 1 9 .3  per cent had been employed 
for less than s ix  months at the time of the first  survey.
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Data for identifying  the feelings o f the nurses 
about the e ffect  of automation in the hosp ital were ob­
tained by analyzing the total number of responses on Survey 
II by using the Normal Approximation to the Binomial 
statistical test for s ig n ifica n c e . I f  a .0 5  level of s ig ­
nificance was obtained for one of the three possible r e ­
sponses to the statement, th is  response was considered to 
be an indication of the fe e lin gs  of the nurses about the 
effect of automation in re latio n  to that particular  
statement.
Data for identifying the direction of change, i f  
any, in the responses of the nurses were obtained by com 
paring the response of each nurse to the statement on Sur­
vey I to her response to the same statement on Survey I I .  
The change was determined by  using the McNemar Test of 
Significance. I f  a .05 level of significance was obtained, 
the direction of the change was considered to be an in d i ­
cation of the change in the feelings of the nurses, about 
the effect of automation in relation to that particular  
statement. I f  a .10  level of significance was obtained, 
the direction o f the change was considered to be an indica­
tion of a trend toward a direction  of change in the fe e l ­
ings of the nurses about the effect of automation.
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Unless a l l  of the statements in  a category to test a 
null hypothesis were s ig n ific a n tly  changed at a .05  level, 
the null hypothesis was accepted. A ll  o f the null hypothe­
ses were accepted . The nurses did change their responses  
on the second survey in comparison to the first  survey but 
the changes were random and did not ind icate  a s ig n ific a n t  
direction of change in the responses to most of the state ­
ments. I f  a .1 0  level of significance  was obtained i t  was 
considered to  be a trend w hich  indicated the d irection  of 
the change in  the feelings of the nurses about the e ffe c t  
of automation in relation to that p articular  statement.
On the need for in i t ia l  and on-going inservice edu­
cation for a l l  personnel to work in an automated h o sp ita l , 
significantly  more of the nurses fe lt  the need was in ­
creased (< T 001 ). The nurses felt  that the effect of auto­
mation had not changed the resp onsib ility  of professional  
nurses to a s s is t  with student nurse education. There was a 
significant change in the responses of the nurses to state­
ment 62 (X2 = 4 .5 4 ,  p = < 0 5 ) .  On Survey I I ,  the nurses ' 
responses about "d if f ic u lt ie s  encountered by 'float nurses' 
working on several d iffe re n t  u n its ,"  indicated a s i g n i f i ­
cant change in  the feelin gs  of the nurses in comparison to 
their responses to this statement on the first  survey. The
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there were significantly more nurses who responded "in-
There were 145 changes in the responses of the nurses on 
the second survey in comparison to the first survey# but 
for the exceptions noted above# the changes were random.
On the effect of automation about supervisory re­
sponsibilities and staffing needs within the hospital# 
significantly more of the nurses felt both were increased
(p = # and that the number of personnel on a team were
decreased (p = <^05) . Significantly more of the nurses did 
not feel that automation had affected the ratio of super­
visors to staff  nurses or the need for head nurses to 
closely observe patient care given by a ll  personnel
(p = <^001) . There were 205 changes made in the responses 
to these statements on the second survey in comparison to 
the first survey. However# for the most part the changes 
were random and did not indicate a direction of change.
On the effect of automation on communication within  
the hospital, significantly more of the nurses felt commu­
nication was improved (p *  <s^05). The statements concerned 
with communication between physicians and nurses indicated
creased" (X2 = 6 .00 ,
The nurses felt that the ratio of profession­
al nurses to non-professional nurses was decreased
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that the nurses did not feel that the design of the new 
building and the automated and mechanical devices had con­
tributed especially to the opportunities for the nurse to 
talk more with the doctors. None of the responses to the 
statements were significantly  changed on the second survey 
in comparison to the first  survey. There was a trend 
toward decreased at the / f l O  level in the responses to the 
statement about "opportunities for sta ff  physicians to dis­
cuss patient care with professional nurses ." There were 
211 changes made in the responses to these statements on 
the second survey in comparison to the first survey, but 
again the changes were random and did not indicate the
direction of change.
On the effect of automation on the improvement of
patient c are , s ig n ific a n tly  more of the nurses fe lt  pa­
tient care was improved by  automation (p = < .^05) . The 
nurses did not feel that the number of patients ' requests 
for nursing care or the time needed to answer the patient s 
calls for nursing were decreased as much as they had an­
ticipated prior to working in the new hospital. Although 
the direction  of change was not at a <^05 level of s ig n i f i ­
cance, there was a trend toward increased on the second 
survey in comparison to the first  survey in the responses
to both of these statements (p = 10) . significantly more 
of the nurses agreed that "patient satisfaction with food 
service" was decreased (p = <T001) . Also significantly 
more of the nurses felt that the "opportunity for the head 
nurse to observe and assist with patient care" was de­
creased (p = <^.001) . There were 182 changes in the re ­
sponses of the nurses on the second survey in comparison to 
the first survey. Six of the eight statements in this 
category indicated either a trend in the direction of 
change or a significant change in the feelings of the 
nurses about the effect of automation on the improvement in
patient care.
On the effect of automation about the need for 
nurses to have increased skills  in human relations and in­
creased c lin ical knowledge in nursing indicated that sig ­
nificantly more of the nurses felt the need for human rela­
tions sk ills , the need for head nurses and team leaders to 
possess decidion making abilities , and involvement in total 
patient care were increased (p = ^ 0 0 1 )  . However# the 
nurses did not feel that automation had changed the need 
for personal judgment skills  or the need for c lin ical nurse 
specialists to work in an automated hospital (p *  <f001) . 
There were trends toward decreased to the statements# need
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for personal judgment s k i l l s , "  and "nurses ' involvement in 
total patient c a r e ."  (p = <^10) . There was a significant 
change toward decreased to the statement, "the need for 
clinical nurse specialists  to work in an automated hospital" 
(P = <<05) • There were 220 changes in the responses of the 
nurses on the second survey in  comparison to the f irs t  sur­
vey to these f iv e  statements. The changes were random but 
for the exceptions noted above and did not indicate a s ig ­
nificant d irection  of change.
On the e ffe ct  of automation on the job satisfaction  
offnurses s ign ificantly  more of the nurses felt job s a t is ­
faction was increased (p = <^01) . s ign ificantly  more of 
the nurses fe lt  the opportunity for professional advance­
ment was not changed by automation (p = <C001) . There vas 
a significant change in the feelings of the nurses about 
the amount of fatigue at the end of a day toward increased 
(p = <T05). There were 247 changes in the responses of the 
nurses on the second survey to the eight statements in this 
category. However only two statements showed a significant
change in the responses at the ^ 0 5  lev el .
On the e ffect  of automation on the need for nurses 
to possess increased technical knowledge and skill or to be 
more professionally competent to work in an automated
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hospital, significantly  more felt  the need was increased 
(p « <T001) . The responses to two of the statements in d i­
cated trends but were not at a ^ 05 level of significance. 
Ninety-six responses were changed by the nurses on the 
second survey in comparison to the first  survey to these 
five statements but none of the changes were at the ^<05 
level of significance .
On the effect  of automation on the amount of non­
nursing duties assigned to professional nurses were de­
creased (p = <T05) . S ignificantly  more of the nurses felt 
"the opportunity for the professional nurse to do the 
things she best likes to do, " was unchanged by the effect 
of automation in the hospital (p = <(C025) . Significantly  
more of the nurses felt that "professional nurses' involve­
ment with serving patients' food" was unchanged (p = <^005). 
There was a significant change in the direction toward in­
creased to the statement, "the amount of paper work 
(P = <J)5) . There were 182 responses changed by the nurses 
on the second survey in comparison to the first survey to 
these eight statements on the amount of non-nursing duties 
assigned to professional nurses, however, except for those 
noted above, the changes were random and did not indicate 
* direction of change.
On the e ffe c t  of automation about social interaction  
between nurses, s ig n ific a n tly  more of the nurses fe lt
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to three of the statements indicated that the nurses fe lt  
"interdependence of nurses working at the same l e v e l ,"
"the prevalence of informal nurse c l iq u e s ,"  and morale 
problems due to iso lation " were unchanged due to the e f ­
fect of automation in the h o s p ita l . There were changes 
which indicated trends to the statements "nurses' iso lation
206 changes in  the responses of the nurses on the second 
survey in comparison to the f ir s t  survey to these seven 
statements. However, only responses to two of the s ta te ­
ments were changed s u ff ic ie n t ly  to ind icate  even a trend to 
the direction o f  change.
There were many changes in the responses to the 
sixty-eight statements on the second survey in comparison 
to the first survey . However, the changes were random and 
with the exception of those noted above, the d irection  of 
change was not at  the X  05 level of s ig n ifica n c e .
C onclusions. The follow ing  conclusions are based
on the findings of this stud y :
1. There is a need for increased inservice education
social interaction was decreased The responses
from her peers" toward increased There were
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for nursing personnel to work effectively  in  an automated 
hospital.
2. The work environment is improved due to the 
automated and mechanized devices in the hosp ital.
3. Supervisory re sp o n sib ilit ies  are increased in  an 
automated h o s p ita l .
4. The nurses did not agree with the experts or the 
findings in other hospitals about the e f fe c t  of automation 
on decreasing the number of personnel in ratio  to the num­
ber of p atients .
5. Communication is  improved in an automated 
hospital.
6. Automation does not change communication p at­
terns between physicians and nurses.
7. Patien t  care is improved due to the effect  of 
the automated and mechanized devices and the functional 
organization o f the ho sp ital .
8. Satisfaction  w ith  food service by patients was 
decreased in  the automated hospital.
9. There is increased need for s k ills  in human re­
lations and increased c l in ic a l  knowledge in an automated 
hospital.
10. Expectations o f the nurses about the e ffe c t  of
I
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automation in  the hospital were not fu lly  realized  in  the 
new automated h o sp ita l .
11. Jo b  satisfac tio n  of nurses is  increased due to 
the effect of automation in  the h ospital.
12. The amount of the nurses' fatigue  was not de­
creased as much as had been anticipated due to the e ffe ct  
of the automated and mechanized devices in  the h o sp ital .
13. Non-nursing tasks assigned to professional 
nurses are decreased in an automated h o sp ita l .
14. The amount o f "paper work" was not decreased as 
much as was anticipated  by the nurses.
15. So cial  interaction  between nurses is s i g n i f i ­
cantly decreased in an automated h o sp ital .
16. The nurses did  not agree w ith  the experts or 
with the fin d in gs  in industry  about the e ffect  of automa­
tion on the morale of the nurses.
17. The anticipation  of the nurses was not r e a l is ­
tic prior to working in an automated h o sp ita l .
18. The randomness o f the changes by the nurses may 
indicate a lack  of decision  about the e ffe c t  of automation 
after four months experience working in an automated 
hospital.
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Recommendations. The following recommendations for 
nursing service  adm inistration when planning a transition  
to automation in  the h o sp ital are based on this study.
1. The in it ia l  planning  for orientation  of a l l  per­
sonnel should be thorough and r e a lis t ic . The problems as 
well as the advantages of the automated and mechanical de­
vices should be  presented.
2. On-going inservice  education should be increased 
in order to meet the needs o f personnel in  adjusting to the 
new work environment and equipment.
3. In  planning for the orientation  of new person­
nel, su ffic ie n t  time should be provided to thoroughly pre­
pare the nurse to function adequately and effectively  in an
automated h o sp ita l .
4 . inservice  education should be planned to include 
material on human relations skills  and interpersonal r e la ­
tions sk ills  to help the nurses to work in  an automated 
hospital.
5. TTiat further study be done by nurses in the area 
of work organization to utilize the technological innova 
tions available from industry in the hospital.
6. Nurses should take a long hard look at the non­
nursing duties they currently perforin and analyze why they
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continue to be  responsible for these ta sk s .
7. Nurses should be responsible for conducting re­
search at the nursing un it  level to id e n t ify  ways and 
methods of u s in g  automated and mechanized devices to the 
betterment o f work organization  and the improvement of 
patient c a r e .
8 . Nurses should accept the resp onsib ility  for in ­
creasing th e ir  own knowledge and sk ills  in  using the auto­
mated and mechanized devices for the purpose of extending 
nursing care and improving nursing services  to the patient.
9. Nursing service adm inistration should not expect 
the nurses to  accept or ad just  to the new work environment
for at least s ix  months.
10. Nursing service adm inistration should not in ­
troduce changes in procedures or p o lic ies  unless absolutely 
essential during the transitio n  to automation.
11 . This same instrument should be used at the end
>
of one year w ith  the same nurses participating , i f  possi 
ble, in order to arrive at more d e fin it iv e  feelings of the 
nurses about the effect of automation in  the hosp ital.
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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  C O L O R A D O  
BOULDER. COLORADO
| C H O O L  o r  N U R S IN O
I
Dear Participant:
One of the more important recent changes in the hospital 
environment has been the introduction of automation. Mechanical 
devices which monitor the patient's vital signs and record these 
automatically on a permanent record, the use of data processing, 
and the many business computers w'nicn automatically record 
charges to the patient, are just a few of the areas in wnich 
automation has been introduced into the hospital setting.
Another concept of automation has been realized in build- 
ing hospitals such as Mercy Hospital. Here automa «  »PP^ied 
by utilizing equipment which delivers supplies and all the items 
needed to give fast, efficient patient care. Other important 
features include the communication system, tne supplies, process­
ing and distribution center, and the Nurserver.
W e  would like to know how professional nurses feel about 
automation in the hospital setting. The only m ef"® 
ways in which we can be better prepared to meet_ the challenge o 
automation is to study present situations in which many 
new concepts are being introduced.
To get the information on how you think and ,feel 8bout *•«* 
hospital and your working environment, we wouid bkeyoutofil1 
out the enclosed forms. It will be importantforyouto.rank^y 
state vour ideas and opinions about your work, the hospital, ana 
v l r t o i  aspe?”  of hospital functioning. Vour i n d i c t  answers 
are completely confidential.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours, ^
(Miss) Deane TaylorrK.N .
Graduate Student, School of Nursing
APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS
Please print your name on the "Magic" Tape at top of page 1 
of the questionnaire. (Example at top of this page.)
The tape w ill be removed in your presence and your name recorded 
with the number under the tape. This code will be placed in a 
closed file which will not be accessible to anyone except the 
researcher.
Your answers will be added to those of all other nurses in the 
hospital and only summarized results w ill be reported when the 
research is completed.
Please answer all the questions in order.
This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. The 
main idea is for you to answer the questions the way you really 
feel--the way things seem to you personally.
If you wish to write an explanation or comment about an answer, 
feel free to do so. Make the comment on the questionnaire or 
on the back of the page. Identify the number of the question, 
please.
If you would like to know the results of this research project, 
please indicate by checking below:
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GENERAL INFORMATION
What is your present position in this hospital?
______  (1) Nursing Office Administrator
______  (2) Supervisor
______  (3) Head Nurse
______  (4) Professional Staff Nurse
What is the total length of time you have worked at this hospital?
______  (1) Six months or less
______  (2) Six months to one year
______  (3) Between one year and three years
______  (4) Three to five years
______  (5) Over five years
What shift are you now on?
______  (1) Day shift
______  (2) Evening shift
_____ L (3) Night shift
If you regularly rotate shifts, please check the shifts worked,
______  (1) Day shift
______  (2) Evening shift
______  (3) Night shift
Have you worked at another hospital prior to working at this 
hospital?
______  (1) Yes
______  (2) No
Please indicate type of program from which you graduated.
______  (1 ) Diploma (3-year program)
______ _(2) Associate Degree
______ _(3) Baccalaureate program (4 years, B. S. N .)
______ _(4) Diploma plus undergraduate work, Z. S. N.
______  (5) Graduate, M. S. N. (or other) degree
______  (6) Post-graduate (Mid-uifery, Operating Room, etc.)
(Please explain)
7. Please indicate the total number of years you have 
engaged in nursing ovcludinft juvimruHfn.
______  (1) 0 to 2 years
______  (2) 2 to 5 years
_ _  (3) 5 to 10 years
(4) Over 10 years
FEELINGS OF PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
TOWARD AUTOMATION IN THE HOSPITAL SETTING
DEFINITION OF AUTOMATION: Autonation in the hospital setting is a 
method of reducing human effort and involvement in the areas of patient 
care and institutional operation through the use of mechanical and 
electronic machines, organization, and work design.
The following statements represent possible effects of automa­
tion on the hospital organization, management, and the work force.
For each statement v/ill you please:
(1) Draw a circle around the answer (I)ncreascd,
(D)ecreased, (U)nchanged, which best expresses your 
thinking and
(2) Draw a circle around 0 or E which will indicate your answer 
is based on (O)pinion or (E)xperience.
Example: With many mechanical devices to operate 
nurses' need to make quick decisions
will be ( I )  D U 0 (E)
AUTOMATION:
1. Hie need for supervisors to possess more 
technical skills w ill be
2. Supervisors responsibility will be
3. The tendency to shift supervisory emphasis 
from patient care to the process and 
mechanics of equipment will be
4. Interdependence of nurses working at same 
level will be
5. The need for more technically educated 
nursing staff to operate monitors, mechani* 
cal devices, and equipment will be
6. The percentage of non-profess!o u a ! workers 
in the hospital will be
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I d  u o n
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7. Machine-tending jobs w ill be I D U 0 E
8. Nurses' need for personal jud  ^ ^nt skills
will be I D U 0 E
I
9. Nurses involvement in total patient care 
will be
10. Feelings of strain or tension while working 
with mechanical devices, monitors, pace­
makers, etc., will be
11. Nurses' need for human relations skills 
v/ill be
12. Nurses' feelings of on-the-job satisfaction 
v/ill be
13. The number of personnel on a nursing team 
v/ill be
14. The effectiveness of team nursing v/ill be
15. The nurses' isolation from her peers will be
16. The ratio of supervisors to staff nurses 
v/ill be
17. The prevalence of informal nurse cliques 
v/ill be
18. Morale problems due to isolation w ill be
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
19. The need for head nurses and team leaders
to possess decision-making abilities v/ill be I  D U 0 E
20. .The amount of direct communication between 
supervisors and staff nurses will be
21. Physical isolation of nurses from other 
hospital personnel will be
22. The ratio of professional nurses to non­
professional personnel will be
23. The need for in-service training in using 
mechanical devices and automatic equipment 
w ill be
I D U 0 E
I  D U 0 E
I  D U 0 E
1 D U 0 E
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24. Non-nursing duties assigned to professional
nurses will be I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
25. The opportunity to "listen" to what the 
patient is really saying will be
26. The need to orient personnel to the working
environment on each unit will be X D U 0 E
27. The time available to the nurse to learn 
new nursing skills will be
28. The opportunity for professional nurses to 
give direct patient care will be
29. Socializing v/ith other nurses on-the-job 
w ill be
I D U 0 E 
I D U 0 E 
I D U 0 E
30. The need to orient personnel to nursing
functions on each unit will be I  D U
31. The time to talk to other nurses about 
patient care problems v/ill be
32. The professional nurses' opportunities to 
supervise non-professional personnel will be
33. The accessibility of supplies and equipment 
to give patient care v/ill be
34. The opportunities for professional advance­
ment will be
35. Professional nurses' satisfaction in giving 
patient care v/ill be
36. The opportunity to carry out all nursing 
duties effectively v/ith an economy of time 
and effort v/ill be
37. Communication between physicians and nurses 
w ill be
30. The number of patients' requests for nursing 
care v/ill be
39. The professional nurses' opportunity to do 
the things she best likes to do w ill be
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U . 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I  D U 0 E
I  D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
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40. The amount of time needed to answer the
patients' calls for nursin" care w ill be I  D U 0 E
41. Nurses' fatigue at the end of the day will be I  D U 0 E
42. The need for each nurse to talk with the 
patientfs physician will be
43. The need for communication between nursing 
education personnel and nursing service 
personnel will be
44. Patients' feelings of security w ill  be
45. Professional nurses' responsibility for 
ward management duties will be
46. Time utilized effectively in giving patient 
care will be
47. The convenience and efficiency of the 
working environment will be
40. Time spent by professional nurses making 
out requisitions for supplies w ill be
49. Patient satisfaction with food service 
will be
50. The need for nurses to develop self-motiva­
tion to learn and advance professionally 
will be
51. The opportunity for improvement of patient 
care by the nurse will be
52. The number of conflicts between nurses' 
professional values and the duties assigned 
to them will be
53. The amount of walking done by nurses on 
duty will be
54. The need for orientation of nurses to 
changes in procedures, policies, and new 
techniques will be
55. Storage of supplies and equipment on the 
wards will be
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
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56. Availability of all equipment necessary to
give patient care w ill be I D U 0 E
57. Difficulties and problems of communication
w ill be I D U 0 E
58. The possibility that "things will run more
smoothly" in your department will be I  D U 0 E
59. The amount of "paper work" will be I  D U 0 E
60. Infections due to method of handling
soiled equipment and supplies w ill be I D U
61. Professional nurses' involvement in 
serving patients' food will be
62. Difficulties encountered by "float" nurses
working on several different units w ill be I  D U 0 E
63. The need for Head Nurses to closely observe
patient care given by all personnel will be I D U 0 E
64. Staff physicians' opportunities to discuss 
patient care with professional nurses 
w ill be
D U  0 E
65. Hie need for clinical nurse specialists to 
work in an automated hospital will be
66. The opportunity for the head nurse to 
observe and assist with patient care will be
67. Responsibility of professional nurses for 
assisting with student nurse education will 
be
68. Feelings of insecurity on the part of 
some nurses will be
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
I D U 0 E
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UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 
BOULDER. COLORADO
IC H O O L  o r  n u h s i n o
Dear Participant:
Almost four months have passed since you moved into the new 
Mercy Hospital. Once again we are asking you to participate in this 
study of automation in the hospital setting. Many of you did not feel 
you could complete the survey because you had not had any experi­
ence in using the various m echanical devices and equipment to 
fast, efficient patient care. At that time, each of you completed the 
forms and made some very pertinent observations as to just how you 
felt these new innovations would effect patient care and the nurses in 
this very new and different working environment.
Each of you have now had some experience with the mechanical 
devices, the intercommunication system, and the concept of flow e- 
sign as a means of improving patient care. It will be important for 
you to try to identify the actual effects of the mechanical equipment, 
availability of supplies, effectiveness of nursing care, as well as 
whether or not you feel these things have given you greater or lesser 
satisfactions as a nurse.
Your experience with automation in the hospital setting at Mercy 
Hospital may help to identify ways by which other nurses can b e  helped 
to make the transition to automation easier.
To get the information on how you think and feel about the hospital 
and your working environment, w e  would like you to fill out t h e . 
closed forms. It will be important for you to frankly state your ideas 
and opinions about your work, the hospital, an ^ario P , con- 
hospital functioning. Your individual answers will be completely con
fidential.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and continued support 
of this research project.
Sincerely yours,
(Miss) Deane Taylor, R .N . 
Graduate Student, School of Nursing
APPENDIX D
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Your name will be recorded with the code number on this form 
when you receive the survey. You do not need to put your name 
on this set.
2. This code will be placed in a closed file  which will not be 
accessible to anyone except the researcher.
3. Your answers will be combined with those of all other nurses 
in the hospital and only summarized results will be reported 
when the research is completed.
lu Please answer all the statements in order and answer both parts 
of each.
5. This is  not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. The 
main idea is for you to answer the statements the way you really 
feel - the way things seem to you personally.
6. If  you wish to write an explanation or comment about an answer, 
feel free to do so. Make the comment on the survey or on the 
back of the page. Identify the number of the statement, please.
7. Base your answers now on your feelings after working in the 
hospital environment and using the mechanical equipment. It 
you did not have experience with a certain aspect of automation, 
then st ill  answer the statement based on your opinion.
Thank you for your cooperation and the assistance you have given
me throughout this study on automation in the hospital setting.
summary of the study w ill be forwarded to each of you who requested
a report.
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FEELING OF PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
TOWARD AUTOMATION IN THE HOSPITAL SETTING
DEFINITION OF AUTOMATION: Automation in the hospital setting is a 
method of reducing human effort and involvement in the areas of patient 
care and institutional operation through the use of mechanical and 
electronic machines, organization, and work design.
The following statements represent possible effects of automa­
tion on the hospital organization, management, and the work force.
For each statement will you please:
(1) Draw a circle around the answer (I)ncreased,
(D)ecreased, (U)nchanged, which best expresses your 
thinking and
(2) Draw a circle around 0 or E which will indicate your 
answer is'based on (O)pinion or (E)xperience.
Example: With many mechanical devices to operate the
nurses' need to make quick decisions D U  0 (E)
AUTOMATION:
1. The need for supervisors to possess more 
technical skills w ill be
2. Supervisors responsibility will be
3. The tendency to shift supervisory emphasis 
from patient care to the process and 
mechanics of equipment will be
4. Interdependence of nurses working at same 
level will be
5. The need for a more technically educated 
nursing staff to operate monitors, mechani­
cal devices, and equipment will be
6. The percentage of non-professional workers 
in the hospital w ill be
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7. Machine-tending jobs v/ill be
8. Nurses' need for personal judgment skills 
w ill be
9. Nurses involvement in total patient care 
w ill be
10. Feelings of strain or tension while working 
with mechanical devices, monitors, pace­
makers, etc., will be
11. Nurses' need for human relations skills 
w ill be
12. Nurses' feelings of on-the-job satisfaction 
w ill be
13. The number of personnel on a nursing team 
will be
14. The effectiveness of team nursing v/ill be
15. The nurses' isolation from her peers will be
16. The ratio of supervisors to staff nurses 
v/ill be
17. The prevalence of informal nurse cliques 
w ill be
13. Morale problems due to isolation w ill be
19. The need for head nurses and team leaders 
to possess decision-making abilities will be
20. The amount of direct communication between 
supervisors and staff nurses will be
21. Physical isolation of nurses from other 
hospital personnel v/ill be
22. The ratio of professional nurses to non- 
professional nursing personnel v/ill be I D U
23. The need for in-service training in using
mechanical devices and automatic equipment _
• i i I D U 0 E
w ill be
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24. Non-nursing duties assigned to professional
nurses will be I D U 0 E
\
25. The opportunity to "listen " to what the
patient is really saying will be I D U 0 E
26. The need to orient personnel to the working 
environment on each unit in the hospital 
w ill be
27. The time available to the nurse to learn 
new nursing skills w ill  be
2G. The opportunity for professional nurses to 
give direct patient care will be
29. Socializing  with other nurses on-the-job 
w i l l  be
30. The need to orient personnel to nursing 
functions on each unit in the hospital 
w ill be
31. The time to talk to other nurses about 
patient care problems will be
32. The professional nurses' opportunities to 
supervise non-professional personnel w ill be
33. The accessibility of supplies and equipment 
to give patient care w ill be
34. The opportunities for professional advance­
ment will be
35. Professional nurses' satisfaction in  giving 
patient care w ill  be
36. The opportunity to carry out all nursing 
duties effectively with an economy of time 
and effort will be
37. Communication between physicians and nurses 
w ill be
38. The number of patients' requests for nursing 
care will be
39. The professional nurses' opportunity to do 
the things she best likes to do w ill  be
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40. The amount of time needed to answer the
patients' calls for nursing care w ill be I D U 0 E
41. Nurses' fatigue at the end of the day will be I  D U
42. The need for each nurse to talk with the 
patient's physician will be
43. The need for communication between nursing 
education personnel and nursing service 
personnel will be
44. PaLients1 feelings of security w il l  be
45. Professional nurses' responsibility for 
ward management duties will be
46. Time utilized effectively in giving patient 
care will be
47. The convenience and efficiency of the 
working environment will be
48. Time spent by professional nurses making 
out requisitions for supplies w ill be
49. Patient satisfaction with food service 
w ill  be
50. The need for nurses to develop self-motiva­
tion to learn and advance professionally 
will be
51. The opportunity for improvement of patient 
care by the nurse will be
52. The number of conflicts between nurses' 
professional values and the duties assigned 
to them will be
53. The amount of walking done by nurses on 
duty will be
54. The need for orientation of nurses to 
changes in procedures, policies, and new 
techniques will be
55. Storage of supplies and equipment on the 
wards will be
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56. Availability  of a l l  equipment necessary to 
give patient care w il l  be
57. Difficulties  and problems of communication 
w i l l  be
5G. The possibility that “things w ill run more 
smoothly1' in your department w ill be
59. The amount of ’’paper work” w ill be
60. Infections due to method of handling 
soiled equipment and supplies w i l l  be
61. Professional nurses1 involvement in 
serving patients* food will be
62. Difficulties encountered by ’’f lo a t "  nurses 
working on several different units w ill  be
63. The need for Head Nurses to closely observe 
patient care given by all personnel will be
64. Staff physicians1 opportunities to discuss 
patient care with professional nurses 
will be
65. The need for clinical nurse specialists to 
work in an automated hospital w ill be
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66. The opportunity for the head nurse to
observe and assist with patient care will be I D U
67. Responsibility of professional nurses for 
assisting with student nurse education will 
be
I D U 0 E
6G. Feelings of insecurity on the part of
some nurses w il l  be I  D U 0 E
